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New Energy

The story is familiar: clean energy sources like solar, wind and 
geothermal energy reduce C02 emissions and air pollution. Ad-
ditionally, these sources of energy are renewable, unlike coal, oil 
and gas. But new renewable energy sources and infrastructure are 
often more visible than the oil or gas that appears to comes sim-
ply from an underground pipeline. Windmills are difficult to hide 
and solar panels and solar water heaters require full visibility to 
the sun. This can be seen as a drawback to renewable technology, 
with existing buildings covered by large, ugly solar panels, for 
example. 

But renewable energy technology can also 
provide a landscape of architectural value 
with new applications such as SolTech Sys-
tem roof tiles. These roof tiles are made of 
glass, allowing the sun’s rays to penetrate 
through to a special fabric that absorbs the 
solar energy. Beneath the absorption fabric, 
beams create a gap where air is heated and 
circulated. The energy is collected and chan-
neled into the house through an air duct and 
integrated with the building’s heating system. 
Energy can be generated even on cloudy days 
in Canada or Scandinavia.

And fortunately, the well-known blue solar 
panels can now be replaced with coloured 
translucent glass façades featuring flexible, 
thin-film solar cells. These thin-film solar cells 
are second-generation solar cells made by 
depositing one or more thin layers, or thin 
films (TF) of photovoltaic material on a sub-
strate, such as glass, plastic or metal. Film 
thickness varies from a few nanometers (nm) 
to tens of micrometers (µm), much thinner 
than thin-film’s rival technology, the conven-
tional, first-generation crystalline silicon solar 
cell (c-Si), that uses wafers of up to 200 µm. 
This allows thin-film cells to be more flexible, 
lower in weight, and have less drag or friction. 

They can be used in building integrated pho-
tovoltaics and as semi-transparent, photovol-
taic glazing materials that can be laminated 
onto windows.

Solar energy can also be harvested within a 
building. Dutch designer Marjan van Aubel 
for example collaborated with Swiss solar pa-
nel company Solaronix to create ‘The Current 
Table’, a table that charges your electronic 
devices with solar energy. The table’s design 
is such that its indoor surface collects sun-
light that comes in through the windows. The 
result is a table that comes equipped with the 
energy to power up your devices.

Solaronix also developed a palette of Dye So-
lar Cell flavors. The models come in a variety 
of colours and transparencies, offering design 
flexibility for device or building integration. 
Their low light sensitivity makes them at-
tractive for diffuse light conditions, including 
indoor applications. 

The development of materials and products 
that make use of renewable energy is certainly 
in full swing. These new renewables are incre-
asingly more efficient, more beautiful, more 
flexible, cheaper and more sustainable. With 
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these materials on your walls or your roof, 
you can fuel an energy-guzzling hot tub for 
hours without feeling guilt. Furthermore, an 
energy-plus or energy-generating building, 
i.e. one which net yields more energy than it 
consumes, can actually make money. Recent 
developments in insulation materials are also 
considerable, with a focus on sustainability 
and saving space as the higher the achieved 
insulation value, the fewer net meters re-
quired for insulating the wall. In addition, the 
demand for sustainable, biobased insulation 
is also growing. The old generation of low-
tech materials such as wool, cork, flax and 
hemp and shells are joined by new bioplastics 
such as as Biofoam, a PLA-based foam insu-
lation. 

And now, insulation materials are even being 
created through 3D printing technologies. 
Dutch designers Hans Lankhaar and Bram 
van den Heuvel of Lab3D in Rotterdam have 
developed and successfully 3D printed a light-
weight and energy efficient façade in collabo-
ration with DeltaSync (specialized in floating 
urbanization). Printing in high resolution has 
made it possible to integrate piping and win-
dow frames along with the required amounts 
of insulation, all printed with one material 
only. In terms of space saving strategy, the 
printed wall has an outer and inner shell mea-
suring just 4 millimeters in thickness, with 
a honeycomb structure in between. This ho-
neycomb structure not only gives the façade 
its necessary strength and stiffness, but has 
fine insulating properties as well. In fact, the 
insulating performance of this printed façade 
is superior to that of a conventional façade 
using mineral wool. Furthermore, the geome-
try of honeycomb structure can be tweaked 
to the benefit of even more of the 3D printing 
possibilities.
And then there is the development of smart 
materials that can produce energy, such as 
the Moya Power project by Charlotte Slingsby. 
Inspired by the challenge of finding new solu-
tions for the rolling blackouts that affect many 
countries, including her native South Africa, 
Charlotte Slingsby developed Moya at the 

Royal College of Art and Imperial College of 
London. The system consists of flexible, thin 
sheets of polyvinylidene fluoride with bendy, 
plastic-encased filaments that are moved by 
passing air. The filaments generate energy 
via the piezoelectric effect, which refers to 
the ability of certain materials to generate a 
charge in response to pressure. In this case, 
when the filaments move in the wind, they 
create tiny amounts of energy. The energy is 
then passed to a capacitor – a device used to 
store electrical charges – and then onward 
to a battery where the energy is stored. Over 
a large area, these small amounts of energy 
join together into a large quantity of energy, 
similar to the effect of many tiny raindrops 
eventually forming a stream or body of water.

In comparison with other systems like solar 
panels, Singsby calculates that Moya can only 
generate about 10% of the energy per square 
meter. But because the only requirement to 
generate electricity is a breeze, the innovation 
could be installed anywhere from a building 
façade, to the underside of a bridge, to the 
inside of the London underground! Smart 
indeed. 
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Light Skin is stimulated by touch, pressure and vibration. Embedded silicon lenses re-emit stimuli as points of light. 

New Materials

But renewable energy technology can also provide a landscape of 
architectural value with new applications such as SolTech System 
roof tiles. These roof tiles are made of glass, allowing the sun’s 
rays to penetrate through to a special fabric that absorbs the 
solar energy. Beneath the absorption fabric, beams create a gap 
where air is heated and circulated. The energy is collected and 
channeled into the house through an air duct and integrated with 
the building’s heating system. Energy can be generated even on 
cloudy days in Canada or Scandinavia.
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And fortunately, the well-known blue solar 
panels can now be replaced with coloured 
translucent glass façades featuring flexible, 
thin-film solar cells. These thin-film solar 
cells are second-generation solar cells made 
by depositing one or more thin layers, or thin 
films (TF) of photovoltaic material on a sub-
strate, such as glass, plastic or metal. Film 
thickness varies from a few nanometers (nm) 
to tens of micrometers (µm), much thinner 
than thin-film’s rival technology, the conven-
tional, first-generation crystalline silicon solar 
cell (c-Si), that uses wafers of up to 200 µm. 
This allows thin-film cells to be more flexible, 
lower in weight, and have less drag or fric-
tion. They can be used in building integrated 
photovoltaics and as semi-transparent, pho-
tovoltaic glazing materials that can be lami-
nated onto windows.

Solar energy can also be harvested within a 
building. Dutch designer Marjan van Aubel 
for example collaborated with Swiss solar pa-
nel company Solaronix to create ‘The Current 
Table’, a table that charges your electronic 
devices with solar energy. The table’s design 
is such that its indoor surface collects sun-
light that comes in through the windows. The 
result is a table that comes equipped with the 
energy to power up your devices.

Solaronix also developed a palette of Dye So-
lar Cell flavors. The models come in a variety 
of colours and transparencies, offering de-
sign flexibility for device or building integra-
tion. Their low light sensitivity makes 
Over the past 500 years, the ratio of mineral 
to natural material use has risen from 1:1 to 
8:1. So, in short, we use 8 times more mine-
ral resources than biobased materials. (David 
Morris, ‘The Once and Future Carbohydrate 
Economy’). This means more concrete, more 
metal and more plastic instead of wood and 
other natural materials such as cork, bam-
boo, grass or leather. 

The replacement of fossil fuels with rene-
wable raw materials is however currently in 

action and being implemented globally. At the 
same time, these renewable natural materials 
are taking on a new guise thanks to improved 
technology and with the development of al-
ternative wood-like materials or the develop-
ment of materials from agriculture or forestry 
industry residual waste. 

It is not for nothing that natural materials 
are being upgraded through technology. Left 
untreated, natural materials can be adversely 
affects by sunlight, wind, rain and microor-
ganisms, thereby losing their properties. If 
façade is decaying, the floor is scratched and 
needs considerable maintenance or there is 
fire damage, it can be relatively expensive to 
repair natural materials as compared to, for 
instance, composites. However, with modern 
techniques available to upgrade these natural 
materials, innovation is now on the same 
page as evolution!

Some examples of upgrading natural mate-
rials through technology include preserving 
wood by means of cooking or treating the 
wood with acetic acid. The treated timber is 
thus made unattractive for micro-organisms. 
The OH compound in cellulose is replaced 
by an acetyl connection and as a result, so 
wood initially with a durability class 4 turns 
into wood with durability class of 1, and thus 
suitable for use in a façade or on a terrace. 
Furthermore, via CNC and laser, wood can be 
bent, made more flexible and lighter. 

Another example is cork. Since the wine in-
dustry has largely replaced this material with 
synthetic corks, cork has seen an explosion 
in the built environment. Cork is as fire-
resistant, flexible, elastic, ductile and water 
resistant. And when properly mtreated with 
steam and heat, it doubles in volume, thus 
performing better as an insulating material. 
This year at MX2016, there are many inspiring 
example of natural and waste materials im-
proved through technology. Below are some 
examples:  
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CER 178 StoneCycling
The creators of StoneCycling saw material 
opportunities in the building waste from 
numerous local buildings that had become 
unoccupied in recent years and were ultima-
tely demolished. They subsequently innovated 
a way to transform demolished building and 
industrial waste into raw materials for pro-
ducts with a higher value.
At the Design Academy in Eindhoven, Tom 
van Soest, co-founder of StoneCycling, deve-
loped a method to pulverise waste building 
materials, including concrete and glass, from 
building sites in order to create a new type of 
stone that can be turned into tiles and surface 
material products.
Unique brick designs include Mushroom, 
Truffle, Salami and Nougat, the distinctive 
textures of each design depending on the 
source of debris. Sizes of all stones are varia-
ble and the end product can be used for both 
exterior and interior purposes.

ONA 522 Fruitleather
Every Tuesday and Saturday Rotterdam enjoys 
its Market. This is the biggest outdoor market 
in the Netherlands and it also happens to 
generate the largest amount of fruit and ve-
getables waste as each day with around 3500 
kilos of rejected fruit and vegetables. Rejected 
produce includes, for example, an imperfect 
mango or some squashed nectarines. To dis-
pose of the trash, it costs the stand owner 12 
eurocents/kilo. Therefore, some market ven-
dors are tempted to illegally dump their waste 
in order to cut costs. Out of this problem, the 
idea for this new kind of material was born.
For a number of months, a multi-disciplinary 
collective of designers from the Willem de 
Kooning Academie in Rotterdam collected on a 
weekly basis the “waste” from the market and 
developed a particular process for the creation 
of their brand new material: Original Rotter-
dam Fruitleather.
For inspiration, the team looked at the diffe-
rent techniques chefs use to create wonderful 
flavour experiences with fruits and vegetables. 
One of those techniques is to mash, cook and 
then dry fruits to make them into a candy like 
piece of fruit called fruitleather. By producing 
this on large scale with the unsellable fruits 
from the market, a new kind of material is 
created. This material can be used in many dif-
ferent ways, creating many different products. 
The designers have created so far a handbag 
made completely out of the fruitleather mate-
rial for example. The bag shows the quality and 
possibilities that fruitleather has to offer as a 
material.

New Materials
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NST 078 Basalt tiles
Basalt is natural material-stone whose life-
time has exceeded not only centuries, but 
also millenniums. Basalt is continuously mel-
ted in pit-type furnace heated by natural gas 
at an approximate temperature of 1280°C. At 
1200°C it is cast (shaped) into metal or sand 
moulds, and after removing it, is stored into 
continuous cooling tunnel furnaces. After 
16-21 hours of cooling, it re-crystallizes and 
gains its end-use properties.

ONA 521 Cumbrian Bone Marble
The narrative of Cumbrian Bone Marble is 
based on the 2001 Foot and Mouth Disease 
episode. Cumbria was the most affected regi-
on in UK and to avoid the propagation of the 
virus, millions of animals were incinerated 
and buried in pits. This scenario speculates 
that the geological processes exerted to this 
pile of bones would produce the Cumbrian 
Bone Marble that could become a valuable 
resource mined in the future.
Yesenia Thibault Picazo manufactures mine-
rals out of the materials most often used by 
humans. Aluminum, bones and plastics are 
employed to create a ‘material library out of 
future geology’. The resulting collection con-
sists of intriguing rocks that Thibault-Picazo 
refers to as PPC (Pacific Plastic Crust), Cum-
brian Bone Marble and Aluminum nuggets.

ONA 493 Ceranex
Nova Lignum developed Ceranex durable 
façade cladding from plant residues inclu-
ding aubergine fibres, grass from verges, 
reeds and pruning waste. Plant residues from 
greenhouses form a massive mountain of 
waste, which is usually composted or burnt. 
But plant residue also comprises a lot of pre-
cious energy and valuable fibres –  resulting 
in a raw material suitable for use in building 
materials.
Made from natural raw materials and con-
taining no silica, Ceranex façade cladding is 
100% recyclable with no oil related or che-
mical additives. Material properties include 
durability, water stability (no shrinkage or 
expansion), weatherproof, rot proof, acid 
resistant, non-corrosive against metals, extre-
mely fire resistant and colourfast.

ONA 547 Wooden textile
The basic material for “wooden textiles” is 
taken from the mulberry tree, the cambium. 
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ONA 545 Squash
This material, called Squash, looks like heavily 
embossed leather but the design is actually 
applied by means of serigraphing the leather, 
which is then raised by means of vacuum suc-
tion. The technology to do this on full hides is 
exclusive to Futura Leathers.
Squash is available in 5 colours from the wa-
rehouse in Italy and can be supplied in even 
just one piece. Futura leather does not re-
quest minimum order quantity on the colours 
in the collection. Due to its high price, this 
material is particularly suitable for fashion, 
accessories and high end industries.

ONA 511 Bark
The poplar tree can grow to be about 30-45 
meters tall. Such particularly tall trees have 
evolved to develop a thick protective bark 
of up to 4 cm thickness (premium version). 
Meanwhile, smaller trees have a flat bark 
structure of up to 2 cm (standard version).
After being processed the bark is used as a 
whole piece and not adhered to other sup-
porting elements and is therefore suitable for 
both indoor areas and facades as a cladding 
panel. Aside from this material’s natural, 
biobased qualities, every sheet offers a unique 
look and feel.

A tapa is a soft and flexible wooden cloth 
that Tongans use for rituals like weddings 
and funerals. The basis for the ancient craft 
of tapa-making is the cambium of the paper 
mulberry tree, a thin layer of fibers between the 
bark and the wood of the tree. Original tapas 
have a fascinating beauty but lack the practical 
qualities needed for contemporary use. This 
project was professionalized in 2014 under the 
name of Cambials. Lenneke Langenhuijsen and 
Brecht Duijf from Buro Belén are materializers. 
By broadening and expanding the material 
qualities of spaces, objects and products, Belén 
creates tangible design for the future. Central 
to their approach are the intuitive, emotional 
and physical aspects of design, resulting in 
products and visions that show unexpected 
applications of material and colours, as well as 
revaluations of conventional techniques.
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New Technology

Digital production techniques in recent years have become more 
accessible, less expensive, more precise and are being embraced 
by more and more sectors ranging from medical technology to je-
welry design, cars to fashion, furniture, walls, structures and even 
complete buildings.  In addition to the expansion of digital tech-
niques within professional sectors, even the amateur can now get 
involved. With a home 3D printer, one can print a prosthetic for a 
disabled pet, a new lampshade or even one’s own candy or spa-
ghetti.
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This new era of digital production also comes 
with a new language: Computational, para-
metric design, morphologic, material compu-
tation, morphogenetic design computation, 
biomimetic, digital fabrication, materials sci-
ence and synthetic biology.....  

The pioneers

The heroes in the story of today’s emerging 
digital technology are the pioneers, like Janne 
Kyttanen, who caused a sensation in 2000 
with his 3D printed textiles, Iris van Herpen, 
who makes the impossible possible with the 
most amazing 3D printed fashions, Enrico 

Dini, who developed ‘D-shape ‘ - the mega 
scale free-form printer that can print buil-
dings, Neri Oxman from MIT, who translates 
the complex math behind natural structures 
to amazing beautiful structures and Eric Kla-
renbeek, who combines two extremes - 3D 
printing with a most basic material source, 
mold. 

Material development

Along with aesthetic developments, come 
advances in material performance. Frederik 
De Wilde, in collaboration with NASA, crea-
ted ‘Flemish Melotte’ (Vlaamse Melotte), a 
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material that is blacker than black and based 
on carbon nanotubes. This development has 
implications in many sectors, such as in the 
semiconductor market due to its extreme 
conductivity, in vehicle construction as a 
result of its very low weight and in the newest 
generation of solar cells thanks to its total 
absorption of photons. Other examples of 
material advancement include the works of 
Andreas Bastian, who makes bendable mate-
rials from mesostructured materials, Media 
Arts and Sciences at the MIT Media Lab, 
who print with liquid glass and Xtant Medical 
Holding, who have developed a 3d printer 
that can print bone grafts, which can later be 
broken down and absorbed into the body.  

Sustainability and personalization

A benefit of 3D printing is that it can create 
objects using less material and energy with 
greater added value as compared to many 
traditional techniques. Only the material that 
is required is used, resulting in less residual 
waste. As an added benefit, the printed mate-
rial can later be in most cases easily recycled. 

Furthermore, these new 3d printing tech-
niques offer the ultimate in customization 
and personalization, while at the same time 
circumventing the problems associated with 
keeping and storing stock. For large-scale 
mass production however, the technique 
is still too specific and slow. But for fitting 
pieces, prototypes and special personalized 
products, the technology is a great develop-
ment. 

Parametric design

Parametric design is not new. One of the 
earliest examples of (analogue) parametric 
design was the upside-down model of chur-
ches by Antonio Gaudi. In his design for the 
Church of Colonia Güell, he created a model 
of strings weighted down with birdshot to 
create complex vaulted ceilings and arches. 
By adjusting the position of the weights or the 
length of the strings, he could alter the shape 
of each arch and also see how this change 
influences the arches connected to it. He 
additionally placed a mirror on the bottom of 
the model to see how the design would look 
upside-down. Today, parametric design relies 
on advanced software programs such as Ca-
tia, 3DS Max, Maya, Grasshopper 3D, Revit, 
Dynamo and Rhino, to name just a few. Ge-
nerative components can be used to control 
printers and robots, which are programmed 
to build, extrude, weave, mill, print and more.

The future

As with any major innovation, digital produc-
tion is anticipated to have a huge impact on 
the design, manufacture, use and recycling 
of products and buildings. Complex organic 
shapes will be easier to achieve in design, 
along with more effective and economical use 
of materials and shorter lines between design 
and manufacturing. And we are of course still 
just at the beginning phases of this emer-
ging technology. Never has the professional 
world so eagerly awaited what education and 
research institutions are developing, making 
the link between research and practice ever 
more intense. 
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12:30 – 12:50 Yassine Salihine, SLEM
  Yassine Salahine (SLEM) will explain all about the new techniques and materi-

als in the field of footwear.

12:00 – 12:20  Marc Hopperman en Filippo Lodi, UN studio
  Do you know all about flexible moulds, building integrated photovoltaics, bio-

composites and translucent concrete? No? Then join the lecture of UNStudio 
(Marc Hopperman & Filippo Lodi) about the latest technologies in the building 
industry.

11:30 – 11:50 Wessel van Beerendonk, Studio RAP
  Wessel van Beerendonk will learn you all about the first building in The Nether-

lands completely built by robots.
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13:30 – 14:20  Prof. Achim Menges, Institute for Computational Design,  
University Stuttgart

  Want to know how Professor Achim Menges synthesizes space, structure and 
climate into his most famous COMPUTATIONAL and PARAMETRIC DESIGNS? 
Achim Menges is KEYNOTE speaker of the theme “New Technology”.

Wednesday 
January 27
– New Techniques–

14:30 – 14:50 Els Zijlstra, Materia

15:30 – 15:50 Marcel Bilow, Bucky Lab, TU Delft
 Want to learn more about the “Design By Technological Research” method?

16:00 – 16:20  Jonas Martens, Thebetterfuturefactory
  Recycled plastics are the raw materials for new 3D printers of the Perpetual 

Plastic Project.

16:30 – 16:50  Alvaro Palencia Lozano by Michel Oprey
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11:30 – 11:50 Els Zijlstra, Materia

12:00 – 12:20 Buro Belen
  Made out of the cambium of the Mulberry tree, the ‘materializers’ of studio 

Belén developed the by now widely known Wooden Textiles.

12:30 – 12:50 Alvaro Palencia Lozano by Michel Oprey

13:00 – 13:20  Thomas Rau, RAU KEYNOTE
  Don’t miss architect Thomas Rau’s (Turntoo) LECTURE and BIG MATERIA 

DEBATE on the “Universal Declaration of Material Rights”.

13:30 – 14:20  The big Materia debate with Tomas Rau and experts

14:30 – 14:50  Prof. Markus Holzbach
  What impact do materialization and form generation have on the design pro-

cess? Join Professor Markus Holzbach’ lecture, founder of the Institute for Ma-
terial Design (IMD).
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Thursday 
January 28

– New Sources–

15:30 – 15:50 Ro&Ad Architects
  Ro&AD architects tell more about their latest groundbreaking and unconventio-

nal projects within the theme ‘New Sources’ creating architectural works of art.

16:00 – 16:20 Studio prototype
  Join the vision & projects of the architects of Studio PROTOTYPE on how new 

construction techniques & material applications can increase the quality of our 
architectural environment.

18:00 – 18:20 Eric Geboers with 3d print salt project
  The Salt Project is a biomimetic attempt to create architecture using seawater 

in the desert.

19:00 – 19:20 Team of Fruitleather
  Hugo de Boon & Koen Meerkerk explain how mashing, cooking and then drying 

fruits turn them into a new type of material called ‘fruitleather’.
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11:30 – 12:20   Andy van den Dobbelsteen, Professor of Climate Design & 
Sustainability TU Delft

  How to create sustainable energy systems for the built environment? Answer: 
using “smart and bioclimatic designs” that make optimal use of local conditi-
ons in the design of cities and buildings.

13:00 – 13:20 David Oakey by Interface
  David’s presentation will share 15 years of biomimicry and biophilic design in 

practice and he will give his vision and insight of the future of human spaces. 

13:30 – 13:50 Emma architecten/ Jurg Hertog
  Emma explores, defines and executes spatial proposals for delicate built envi-

ronments.

14:00 – 14:20 Rutger de Graaf, Deltasync
  Rutger de Graaf is civil engineer and specialist in the field of floating urbanisa-

tion and sustainability.
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Friday 
January 29

– New Energy–

14:30 – 14:50 Hans de Neve, Solliance
  PV modules; customized thin-film modules based on intelligent interconnec-

tion technology are the specialty of Hans de Neve from Solliance. 

16:00 – 16:20  Els Zijlstra, Materia
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Materia
Join the discovery
Materia has already collected over 2,500 exciting materials! 
Discover them all on www.materia.nl and stay up-to-date via 
our weekly newsletter.

Materia offers you free access to our complete online materials 
database. Registering grants you unlimited access and brings 
you in direct contact with manufacturers.

Join the discovery at www.materia.nl

facebook.com/materia.nl @materia
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Materia
Join the discovery
Materia has already collected over 2,500 exciting materials! 
Discover them all on www.materia.nl and stay up-to-date via 
our weekly newsletter.

Materia offers you free access to our complete online materials 
database. Registering grants you unlimited access and brings 
you in direct contact with manufacturers.

Join the discovery at www.materia.nl

facebook.com/materia.nl @materia
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Building Holland Building Holland

Het integrale event voor de bouw en vastgoed
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Building Holland

Het integrale event voor de bouw en vastgoed
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3A Composites Architecture A07 51
3A Composites Display B30 76
Abet BV A31 59
Acosorb B27 74
Agrob Buchtal  A20 57
Agrob Buchtal  C21 91
Aldowa A14 54
Alumet BV A15 55
Arcelor Mittal A13 54
Arturo Flooring C27 93
Ardex Pandomo C14 97
Asona B05 67
Baars & Bloemhoff B02 64
Barrisol B16 71
van Besouw Tapijt BV C17 89
Bright Nature Interieur B35 77
Bruil D01 100
Caracterr BV C23 92
Ceramiche Refin C18 90
Coco Mosaic B20 72
DAW Coatings B38 79
DC Design C19 90
DecoLegno BV B14 70
Decomo NV A41 62
Desso BV C01 84
DLW Flooring C28 94
Donkersloot C36 96
DSE C15 88
Duracryl Flooring Systems C06 87
Eeuwenhout B25 73
Ekotex B07 68
ENCI A22 57
Euramax BV A19 56
Eurolacke BV A17 55
Façade Beek A39 61
FETIM  A10 53
FINSA B18 72
Flaxcomposites B32 77
Foreco A08 52
Geurts Hout B31 76
Intercodam C04 86
Interface C02 85
IVC C03 86

Exhibitor Stand Page Exhibitor Stand Page
Jasba C24 92
Keramia BV D05 101
LANDER BV A06 51
Leeuwerik Plaat BV B26 74
Marlin Contract C16 89
Merford Acosutic Control B28 75
Metadecor A40 61
Michel Oprey & Beisterveld A04 49
Mindow Maastricht  A01 46
Modulyss C37 96
Moeller GmbH & Co KG C33 95
MOSO C07 87
Nevra Benelux BV A18 56
De Nis A25 58
Nora flooring C22 91
Polyrey B37 78
Porcelanosa A05 50
RET Interieur B03 65
Roba Metals A12 53
Rockwool B13 69
Rollecate A32 60
Rometa Metaal A09 53
Secador B36 78
Sonae Industria B04 66
Sphinx Tegels C13 88
St. Joris Keramische  
Industrie BV A27 59
Steuler Fliesen B22 73
Sto Isoned B09 69
Stofix A34 60
Van Straaten BV D07 101
Tata Steel A03 48
The Wool Studio C29 94
Touch of Nature C26 93
Twentinox A23 58
Unilin Panels B17 71
Vorwerk C35 95
Warmtepan B15 70
Richard Wernekinck Wol  
Groothandel B08 68
Winter Creations B29 75
Wyzonol B06 67

Exhibitors (by name)
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A01 Mindow Maastricht  46
A03 Tata Steel 48
A04 Michel Oprey & Beisterveld 49
A05 Porcelanosa 50
A06 LANDER BV 51
A07 3A Composites Architecture 51
A08 Foreco 52
A09 Rometa Metaal 53
A10 FETIM  53
A12 Roba Metals 53
A13 Arcelor Mittal 54
A14 Aldowa 54
A15 Alumet BV 55
A17 Eurolacke BV 55
A18 Nevra Benelux BV 56
A19 Euramax BV 56
A20 Agrob Buchtal  57
A22 ENCI 57
A23 Twentinox 58
A25 De Nis 58
A27  St. Joris Keramische  59 

Industrie BV 
A31 Abet BV 59
A32 Rollecate 60
A34 Stofix 60
A39 Façade Beek 61
A40 Metadecor 61
A41 Decomo NV 62
B02 Baars & Bloemhoff 64
B03 RET Interieur  65
B04 Sonae Industria  66
B05 Asona  67w 
B06 Wyzonol  67
B07 Ekotex 68
B08  Richard Wernekinck Wol  68 

Groothandel 
B09 Sto Isoned 69
B13 Rockwool 69
B14 DecoLegno BV 70
B15 Warmtepan 70
B16 Barrisol 71
B17 Unilin Panels 71
B18 FINSA 72

Stand Exhibitor Page Stand Exhibitor Page
B20 Coco Mosaic 72
B22 Steuler Fliesen 73
B25 Eeuwenhout 73
B26 Leeuwerik Plaat BV 74
B27 Acosorb 74
B28 Merford Acosutic Control 75
B29 Winter Creations 75
B30 3A Composites Display 76
B31 Geurts Hout 76
B32 Flaxcomposites 77
B35 Bright Nature Interieur 77
B36 Secador 78
B37 Polyrey 78
B38 DAW Coatings 79
C01 Desso BV 84
C02 Interface 85
C03 IVC 86
C04 Intercodam 86
C06 Duracryl Flooring Systems 87
C07 MOSO 87
C13 Sphinx Tegels 88
C14 Ardex Pandomo  97
C15 DSE 88
C16 Marlin Contract 89
C17 van Besouw Tapijt BV 89
C18 Ceramiche Refin 90
C19 DC Design 90
C21 Agrob Buchtal  91
C22 Nora flooring 91
C23 Caracterr BV 92
C24 Jasba 92
C26 Touch of Nature 93
C27 Arturo Flooring 93
C28 DLW Flooring 94
C29 The Wool Studio 94
C33 Moeller GmbH & Co KG 95
C35 Vorwerk 95
C36 Donkersloot 96
C37 Modulyss 96
D01 Bruil 100
D05 Keramia BV 101
D07 Van Straaten BV 101

Exhibitors (by stand number)
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Mindow

There are only a few moments in life when 
your sixth sense tells you that you are ex- 
periencing something unique. It’s not just 
what you see, feel, hear, smell or taste. It’s 
that moment when you just know for sure: 
this will change things. By the possibilities it 
creates, the opportunities it has and even 
the simple beauty. At that very moment you 
realize something else: from now on the exist- 
ing is limited, boundaries are set, what you 
thought of as beautiful has become average. 
It’s your choice to be different. Follow your 
sixth sense, starting today. 

Mindow is a beautiful, elegant and slim win- 
dow system designed for the pure minimalist. 
The unique combination of materials together 
with smart technological design make it also 
very strong. Mindow gives you freedom with 
its extensive applicability. A variety of colours 
powdercoated or anodized is possible, even 
bi-colour combinations. 
Mindow is the ultimate paradox of complexity 
and simplicity. It is less, yet so much more. It 
is pure architecture, it is perfect design, it is 
excellent quality. But Mindow is also sustain- 
able, passive and surprisingly affordable. 

Mindow Maastricht
Stand A1
www.mindow.nl 
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Building Envelope Solutions from Tata Steel

Tata Steel
Stand A3
www.tatasteelbouw.nl

Tata Steel offers with Colorcoat®, SAB-profiel 
and Kalzipt® a new generation of roof and 
cladding systems for sustainable building 
envelopes. SAB-profiel brings a series of PIR-
foam SAB-Carrier wall panels on the market 
that are designed to serve as carrier for a 
variety of applications. The SAB-Carrier is 
suitable as a solid base for variety of applica-
tions such as SAB esthetical profiles or the 
appealing Kalzip FC façade system.  
SAB sandwich panels are available in Color-
coat Prisma® and Colorcoat HPS200 Ultrat® 

with the Confidext® guarantee. Confidex® 
offers the longest and most comprehensive 
guarantee for pre-finished steel available in 
Europe with Colorcoatt® and is guaranteed 
for up to 40 years. Next to the familiar alu-
minium Kalzip standing seam products and 
FalZinc for metal roofing and cladding, Kalzip 
offers with their Kalzip FC façade system a flat 
aluminium rainscreen façade. FC stands for 
Fixed Click and enhances a non-penetrative 
rain screen system that incorporates easy to 
install light weighted flat aluminium panels. 
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Oprey & Beisterveld 
Stand A4
www.mo-b.nl

Neolith by TheSize

Neolith by TheSize is a pioneer brand of 
Sintered Compact Surfaces that combines the 
best natural raw materials with state-of-the-art 
technology to create a high-tech and versatile 
architectural solution with avant-garde proper-
ties. Created through sinterization technology, 
which exposes minerals and raw materials to 
extremely high pressure and temperature, the 
Neolith range offers the elegance and sophis-
tication of natural stones with the benefits of 
Sintered Compact Surfaces. The slab is resist-
ant to scratches, impacts, abrasion, frost, high 

temperatures, and UV-exposure and is suit-
able for interior and exterior applications. At 
Material Xperience 2016, Neolith will present 
its brand new collection, six new design-led 
decors, and an innovative Full Body slab. With 
these new introductions, the Neolith by The-
Size range now offers over 50 different décors 
across its seven collections that are available 
in Satin, Polished, Silk, Riverwashed, in 3, 6, 
and 12mm thicknesses, providing architects 
with even more choice and a broader scope of 
design possibilities.

new 
exhibitor
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PORCELANOSA KRION SOLID SURFACE 

KRION® is the latest generation Solid Surface 
and consists of two-third aluminum hydroxide 
(ATH). This is a natural mineral and the pur-
est of its kind. This purity ensures that after 
adding the correct pigments, the colors are 
pure and bright. 

The exclusive formula of KRION® offers a ma-
terial that is UV resistant, seamless, fire resist-
ant (B-s1-d0), 100% recyclable, and flexible for 
all colors. KRION® is suitable for both indoor 
and outdoor and has been recently applied 

to the façade of Bershka in Hilversum and 
Eindhoven, and in the tunnel to the hospital in 
Enschede. KRION® offers many possibilities 
thanks to the 85 available colors and the vari-
ous collections. The most pure white (snow 
white) on the market of Solid Surface material 
(96%) is also a part of the collection. 

Worldwide there are ambitious and innovative 
projects realized by professionals, who have 
given KRION® their trust. Check them out at 
www.krion.com.

Pocelanosa Grupo
Stand A5
www.porcelanosa.nl
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ALUCOBOND® terra

ALUCOBOND® terra is inspired by iridescent 
stone. Its surface refracts daylight, creating a 
matt sheen and lustrous hues, sometimes el-
egant and sometimes earthy. ALUCOBOND® 
terra unites the typical crystalline surface and 
velvety feel found in natural stone with the 
advantages of ALUCOBOND® composite 
panels. Unlike most natural stone, ALUCO-
BOND® is both very thin and light, but offers 
at the same time a high level of flexural and 
tensile strength. Large format panels can be 
easily and accurately fabricated, installed, and 
three-dimensionally shaped. 

3A Composites GmbH
Stand A7
www.alucobond.com 

LANDER Aluminium Roof and Façade Systems

These lightweight LANDER cladding solu-
tions are popular in new built and renovation 
projects. Their unique P10 technology can be 
used for most systems such as aluminium 
sidings, rhomboid panels (losanges), shin-
gles and angled standing seams (felstech-
niek). P10 consists of a double aluminium lay-
er, ensuring maximum quality and strength. 
The matt, non-reflecting new surface offers 
superb protection against UV exposure and 
other weather conditions. Besides the 40 year 
warranty on materials, it also comes with a 40 
year warranty on colours. LANDER cladding 
solutions meet the requirements for sustain-
ability.

LANDER BV
Stand A6
www.lander.nl
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Perforated and Folded Aluminium

These appealing facade panels are crafted 
out of aluminium plates, which are perforat-
ed and folded into various elements. These 
particularly eye-catching elements are the 
shape of the perforated parts and the forms 
of the folding, which completely fit to each 
other. Different depths and widths in the 
folds follow the contours of the building with-
out joints, thus creating a spectacular view. 
These custom-made panels are furthermore 
anodized and fixed to the construction.  
By finding the right balance in perforation and 
folding, almost any form can be created!

Rometa Metaalproducten B.V.
Stand A9
www.rometa.com

NobelWood façades

NobelWood offers an alternative to tropical 
hardwood based on fast growing softwood 
and a bio-based resin made from the waste 
from sugar cane stalks. This innovative 
product can now be applied with the Derako 
façade system where fixation is on the back-
side and completely invisible. NobelWood 
can also be combined with a weatherproof 
Fire Retardant Exterior treatment. This results 
in an unique product which is maintenance 
free and can be applied to structures that 
must meet high requirements for fire safety. 
NobelWood FRX – Derako offers an unique 
appearance with sustainable materials.

Foreco
Stand A8
www.foreco.nl 

new 
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Rimex finishes

The Rimex Metals Group produces surface 
finishes on stainless steel. Rimex’s products 
are ideal for various applications within the 
architectural sectors. Their finishes include 
patterned, textured and cold rolled finishes 
such as Linen and Squares. ColourTex® & 
Titanium (T22) Coloured stainless steel, 
vibration and bead blast finishes are a few of 
many possibilities. 

With such a large selection of surface finish-
es, Rimex has established itself as the leader 
in the field of superior surface technology on 
metals. Roba Metals BV represents Rimex 
Metals (UK) Ltd in the “Benelux”.

Roba Metals B.V.
Stand A12
www.robametals.com

ModiWood®

ModiWood® cladding is a thermo treated 
wood with durability class II. ModiWood 
cladding can be delivered in various models 
and all RAL colours. ModiWood is appealing 
to designers and architects and answers the 
need for individual design.

During the MaterialXperience 2016, Fetim 
will introduce ModiWood On Demand with 
a range of models and colours showing the 
possibilities ModiWood offers next to the 
standard range.
With this new concept, ModiWood takes a 
step further in being the leading brand in 
wooden cladding.

Fetim Group The Netherlands
Stand A10
www.fetimgroup.com
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Cor-Ten vs. Cor-Ten Look

Aldowa have produced a new coating in 
which the specific Cor-Ten rusty look is 
copied. The advantages are: lighter (because 
of the use of aluminium) and no rusty water 
leakage on the curtain glass of the facade.
Printed panels: The use of the sublimation 
process on panels gives an architect the full 
possibility of printing an image on a facade or 
entrance. This can also be used outdoors.
Photo punch: With the use of high perfor-
mance CNC machines, Aldowa are able to 
punch and cut any picture, photo or image 
you want. They have developed special soft-
ware to transform your idea into a punched 
panel.

Aldowa
Stand A14
www.aldowa.nl

Steel Envelope

Safe and sustainable ArcelorMittal solutions 
for roofing and cladding offer durable and 
comfortable products in a variety of sizes 
and different finishes. You can choose from 
a standard range of profiles and formats, but 
also specially developed products are possi-
ble. This gives you both ‘economic’ and / or 
‘custom made’ solutions for your projects 
that meet current environmental require-
ments, legislation and regulations. We are 
happy to inform you about the possibilities of 
pre-finished steel.

ArcelorMittal Construction Nederland B.V.
Stand 13
www.arcelormittaltiel.nl

new 
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AluGreen

Alumet anodises aluminium in colour and 
gloss. Their colour range includes 1 green 
tone. By depositing metals in the pores and 
then electrochemically modifying the pores 
like a prisma (interference anodising), they 
can obtain the colour dark green. Also pos-
sible are dark blue and dark grey. All colours 
with interference anodising are 100% UV 
resistant and will remain sparkling for a long 
time. Their anodising layers meet the highest 
quality standards for outdoor use, have a war-
ranty for 20 years and have a life expectancy 
of more than 75 years.

Alumet B.V.
Stand A15
www.alumet.nl

EUROLACKE / AXALTA Super Durable Powder 

The Alesta® SD range offers proven durabil-
ity and extended guarantees for prestigious 
buildings and other applications. 
The Alesta® Super Durable range of products 
is based on a super durable polyester resin 
system, higher grade pigments and stabilisers 
with outstanding exterior durability. Target-
ed applications include: door and window 
frames, cladding and other architecture parts, 
outdoor lighting, urban and garden furniture, 
as well as any application where the gloss 
retention and colour fastness are important. 
The Alesta® SD range is formulated according 
to the most severe specifications (Qualicoat 
Class 2 and GSB Master approved).

EUROLACKE
Stand A17
www.eurolacke.com

new 
exhibitor
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Coated aluminium for facade, roof & interior 

Euramax offers innovative finishes on coated 
aluminium for facade, roof & interior clad-
ding. Their pride in coil coating and passion 
for colour has led to an extensive range of 
colours and design finishes. 
Their range now includes MirrorLite; a series 
of bright or matt mirror finishes on alumini-
um for exterior applications. MirrorLite offers 
a reflective finish on aluminium facade panels 
such as cassettes and aluminium composite 
panels.
Euramax combines aesthetics, durability and 
sustainability to make better and more beauti-
ful buildings. You can request free colour 
samples on their site!

Euramax Coated Products
Stand A19
www.euramax.eu

Magnesium Oxide Panel

NevPanel, MgO based Construction and 
Insulation panels are used for all types of 
insulation solutions in buildings. 

Drywall systems that are constructed with 
MgO panels have various features with a wide 
range of uses in exterior and interior applica-
tions such as facades, partition walls, steel 
and prefabricated buildings and structures, 
raised floor systems and suspended ceilings. 
NevPanel MgO based boards can be used in 
all applications including areas exposed to 
water and moisture and where fire, heat and 
acoustic insulation is required. 

Nevra Yapi Belelux BV
Stand A18
www.nevra.com.tr 

new 
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UHPC – Ultra High Performance Concrete

UHPC is a new material offering new applica-
tion possibilities. This material has excep-
tional features: high strength, high density, 
durable and almost maintenance free. UHPC 
opens up new architectural possibilities for 
very thin structures and free form shapes. An 
additional advantage: thin structures require 
less material and leave a smaller carbon 
footprint.

ENCI
Stand A22
www.enci.nl

Ceramic facade systems

With their great variety of colours, formats 
and surface structures, the curtain-type, 
rear-ventilated facade
systems of AGROB BUCHTAL offer an ideal 
basis for the implementation of the most 
diverse architectural concepts.
KeraTwin®, KerAion® and 3D Facade Ceram-
ics support architects both with the planning 
of new buildings and with renovation projects 
thanks to the combination of sophisticated 
technique, high product quality and great 
freedom of design. Those who have special 
wishes will find what they are looking for, 
because individual special productions are 
one of the company’s strong points.

AGROB BUCHTAL GmbH
Stand A20
www.agrob-buchtal.de
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Copper from De Nis

Durable and timeless, copper was the first 
metal used by mankind 6000 years ago. 
According to archaeologists, copper has been 
used since 2750 BC in pipes to transport 
water. 

Copper is twice as light as gold and twice as 
heavy as titanium. Highly versatile, copper 
surfaces within hospital intensive care units 
have been shown to reduce infections by 
40%. At Material Xperience 2016, discover 
the timeless and varied possibilities of copper 
as produced by De Nis.  

De NIS
Stand A25
www.de-nis.com

Twentinox metal structure

Twentinox plays with light and shade to give 
buildings a dynamic and mysterious look. 
This company has its own product develop-
ment and production, giving them the ability 
to respond flexibly to individual requirements 
and needs.

Twentinox provides expertise of the product 
and professional project support. This com-
pany is characterized by high level of service, 
high quality products made out of certified 
materials and direct contact and connection 
with customers. Twentinox works with expe-
rience, expertise and passion to ensure that 
your project is a success.

Twentinox
Stand A23
www.twentinox.com 
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MEG Building Façades

MEG is an eco-sustainable construction 
product that is ideal for architecture and 
comprises a rigid core combined with a deco-
rative surface consisting of weather-resistant 
thermosetting resins. Robust, compact and 
long lasting, MEG is specifically designed for 
outdoor application; it is resistant to natural 
weathering, providing technical performance 
that makes it suitable for the building sector. 
MEG is available in a wide range of decors 
and can be customised thanks to digital 
printing technique that allows you to create 
a resistant wall cladding with a “customised 
skin”.

Abet BV
Stand A31
www.abet.nl 

Glazed Brick Opportunities

St. Joris Keramische Industrie introduces 
to you the following: Their new range of 3D 
and Texture product developments, “The 
Extruder” jointless brick in cooperation with 
architect Ir. Meindert Booij (BroekBakema 
Rotterdam) and linear long brick sizes up to 
49 cm. 

This company is also introducing a full range 
of new glaze and colour developments: 
Metallic, High Gloss nuance, Aquarelle glazes 
and many more. That is the strength of St. 
Joris Keramische Industrie. At St. Joris you 
can really choose your own brick size, glaze 
and colour! 

St. Joris Keramische Industrie B.V.
Stand A27
www.stjoris.nl 
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STOFIX  Ventilated Brick Façade System

STOFIX Ventilated Brick Façade System is the 
sustainable and energy saving alternative for 
renovation and new construction. 

The STOFIX brick slip system combines 
a traditional brick surface with a modern 
mounting technique. STOFIX ensures opti-
mal insulation and permanent ventilation. 
The end result is a ventilated, lightweight and 
durable brick façade. In addition to the bene-
fits of brick façades, STOFIX is faster & easier 
to install, cost-efficient and ecological. The 
STOFIX brick façade takes the wall structure 
to a new level, providing a huge variety of 
solutions to meet your needs. 

STOFIX
Stand A34
www.stofix.com 

Multifunctional Window & Mediaglass Façade

Rollecate presents its latest innovation: The 
Multifunctional Window! The first window in 
which three functions are integrated; indoor 
and outdoor blinds and ventilation. The 
Multifunctional Window guarantees a perfect 
technical and aesthetic solution. The three 
functions can be added during production 
or even after installation of the window. This 
innovation is a result of the corporation be-
tween Rollecate from Staphorst and Schellek-
ens & Schellekens from Beuningen. 
Also being introduced is the Mediaglass 
façade: A sustainable, dynamic glass media 
solution, which combines transparency and 
media in one façade. 

Rollecate B.V.
Stand A32
www.rollecate.nl    

new 
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MD Formatura

MD Formatura panels feature a punched 
pattern, which then is converted to catch light 
or shadow and depth. The panels allow for an 
image over an entire facade. With the variable 
openings, wind can be slowed down and 
sunlight filtered to create a pleasant indoor 
climate and perception. Each project has its 
own pattern: square, round, triangle, hexagon 
or freeform. MetaDecor designs and realizes 
together with the client any desired pattern 
so that every facade with MD Formatura is 
unique.

Metadecor
Stand A40
www.metadecor.nl     

Soft-Mud and Waterstruck Brickscladding

This range of soft-mud and waterstruck bricks 
consists of 90 different colours in various 
sizes. 

The newest waterstruck bricks have beautiful 
colour patterns from light grey (smothered) 
to deep red. The use of special clays and 
smothering make these colours possible. 
Steenfabriek Façade Beek are also currently 
developing new sizes and introducing at the 
Material Xperience 2016 XXL 430x100x40mm. 
This new size and the new colours combine 
for a unique product.

Steenfabriek Facade Beek
Stand A39
www.facadebeek.com

new 
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ACOUSTICRETE / DECONGRAIN DECONSILK

Decomo NV introduces two new innovations 
in the application of architectural concrete in 
facades. 
ACOUSTICRETE used within buidings elimi-
nates the negative effects on acoustic quality 
of a standard hard en slick concrete surface. 
Our theoretical models can help the architect 
in his designing process to decide where to 
use our ACOUSTICRETE in order to avoid 
acoustic problems.
In addition to the existing finishings, Decomo 
NV masters two new techniques: DECON-
GRAIN is a Bush hammered concrete and 
DECONSILK is a smooth moulded and slight-
ly polished concrete.

Decomo NV
Stand A41
www.decomo.be



Alesta® 
Super Durable
Verhoogde UV bestendigheid - 

verlengde garantie
 
 

De Alesta® SD serie maakt deel 

uit van ons Premium gamma dat

geformuleerd is volgens de 

strengste specificaties en 

daarmee uitermate geschikt is 

voor zeer zonnige omgevingen.

 

Alesta® SD is Qualicoat Klasse 2 

en GSB Master goedgekeurd.

www.eurolacke.nl

de top in duurzame gevelbekleding
Kijk op GevelNet.nl voor meer informatie of bel 020 5805285

ModiWood; een thermisch behandeld hout met duurzaamheidklasse II die bovendien 50% minder werkt dan 

onbehandeld hout. ModiWood is 100% hout met een karakteristieke robuuste uitstraling, zeer duurzaam en heel erg 

mooi! ModiWood is zeer veelzijdig; het is in diverse modellen leverbaar en wordt op aanvraag af fabriek voorzien van 

een coating in elke gewenste RAL kleur. Verder is ModiWood 10 jaar gegarandeerd en KOMO® en PEFC gecertifi ceerd.

Als kwaliteit de norm is...
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Baars & Bloemhoff

Baars & Bloemhoff
Stand B2
www.baars-bloemhoff.nl

full off birch, pine, spruce and larch veneers 
perfectly fits the current minimalistic Scandina-
vian interior trend. Another premiere are the new 
HI-MACS colours Marcel Wanders designed for 
the Dutch Solid Surface market leader. Beside 
these premieres you will find material presenta-
tions matched by the themes ‘Natural’, ‘Luxury’, 
‘Industrial’ and ‘Extravagant’ with samples 
from Duropal Xtreme and Thermopal Meandra, 
Shinnoki, Viroc, Alpi, HuisVeendam, SIBU, Abet 
Laminati, Querkus, Organoid, Homapal, MOSO 
Bamboo and many others. 

With over 2500 different decors and more than 
25 distinctive brands, Baars & Bloemhoff is the 
leading Dutch specialist in decorative materials. 
During Material Xperience 2016, they will present 
four different worlds loaded with unique material 
innovations and current interior trends. The 
themes ‘Natural’, ‘Luxury’, ‘Industrial’ and ‘Ex-
travagant’ represent the almost unlimited pos-
sibilities Baars & Bloemhoff is able to offer with 
their broad range of materials. At their booth, 
you will find the Dutch premiere of the Decospan 
Nørdus collection. This brand new collection 
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Shapes by RET Interieur
Stand B3
www.shapes.nl 

Shapes by RET Interieur

Shapes - a totally new concept for architects 
where interiors are shaped in new and inspiring 
ways - presents the following new features: Val-
chromat represents the latest technical develop-
ments in the field of coloured-through MDF, 
resulting in a 40% stronger product with new 
3D design capabilities and broader applications. 
In the field of decorative sheets is the Krono-
span Trend collection 2016/2017 and the new 
Italian design collection SKIN, which features 
innovative tactile and visible wood structures 
along with matt, fingerprint free decors (Skin 

Murano). Intended specifically for sports halls 
where acoustics and impact resistance play an 
important role, there is a comprehensive new 
concept for walls: Acoustico. Besides its techno-
logical features, this concept offers designers 
new aesthetic possibilities. Finally, with the new 
product ‘Color,’ Fibo Trespo innovates with 
its ready-made waterproof tile panels in the 
renovation and transformation project market 
by offering new design opportunities that 
significantly reduce construction time with the 
ability to place the panels over existing tiling. 

new 
exhibitor
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Sonae Indústria
Stand B4
www.innovus.co

Sonae Indústria, one of the largest wood-based 
panel producers in the world, is presenting 
the Innovus® Global Collection; a global and 
integrated decorative collection specifically 
developed for architectural and interior design.
 
Innovus® Global Collection offers more than 
250 decorative proposals and also includes 
a comprehensive range of special products: 

Innovus® Essence, Innovus® Colored MDF, 
Innovus® Colored MDF MF, Innovus® So Car-
ing, Innovus® High Gloss, Innovus® Digital, 
Innovus® Unicolor and Innovus® Color Tree.

Innovus® Global Collection

new 
exhibitor
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Wijzotex Mat

It is time for a wall paint that is truly sustain-
able and where green is more than the colour 
of the paint - for example, Wijzotex Mat. This 
high-quality, water-based wall paint, based 
on an innovative starch-technology, gives a 
completely matt result and is easy to apply. 
Furthermore, this green paint is available in 
all colours. In this way Wijzonol always offers 
you the optimal combination between quality 
and sustainability. Try and be convinced. 

Wijzonol Bouwverven
Stand B6
www.wijzonol.nl

Sonacoustic®

A good acoustic solution does not need to 
be visible! Sonacoustic® gives you a smooth 
plaster appearance in a seamless acoustic 
ceiling or wall with invisible, unparalleled 
sound absorption. With Sonacoustic®, you 
rid yourself of disturbing reverberations 
and echo. Noise will not have a chance and 
acoustic comfort will take its place, creat-
ing a delightful environment in which it’s a 
pleasure to live and work. Satisfying acous-
tic requirements in any project becomes a 
simple matter. Visible profiles and joints in a 
ceiling surface are a concern of the past

Asona Benelux BV
Stand B5
www.asona.nl
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HOLLANDFELT

HOLLANDFELT is wool felt made of Pure 
New Wool. By using only wool, the character-
istics of this natural fibre, which is non-flam-
mable, recyclable and enhances acoustics, 
are exploited. In the past few years, Richard 
Wernekinck has seen an increase in the num-
ber of architects using its wool felt in their 
projects. This is why they keep developing 
their product. They are now able to emboss
patterns on wool felt and have collaborated 
with Avimat to create wool felt with a vinyl 
backing to improve its use as a carpet.

Richard Wernekinck
Stand B8
www.hollandfelt.nl

EKOTEX MAGNET – WHITEBOARD - CHALK 

With Ekotex Magnet, an interior can be quick-
ly and easily transformed into a presentation 
wall without plates or magnetic paint. The 
system can also be combined with audio-
visual to create a Wikiwall. Available in 7 
different designs, the Ekotex Magnet system 
consists of a magnetizable underlayer, and 
is finished with a woven glass fabric.  The 
Ekotex Magnet system should be painted 
with two coats of Ekotex semi gloss paint. An 
upgrade of the finish can be achieved with the 
use of Ekotex Whiteboard or Ekotex Chalk. 

EKOTEX Wandafwerking
Stand B7
www.ekotexwandafwerking.nl
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ROCKFON Blanka

A visibly whiter ceiling: Smooth whiteness 
is what architects want from a ceiling. 
Independent testing shows that ROCKFON 
Blanka is the whitest ceiling tile available with 
an L value of 94.5. The whiteness of ROCK-
FON Blanka offers more than just aesthetic 
benefits. It also improves the light reflection 
(above 87%) and light diffusion of the ceiling 
tile.
ROCKFON Blanka tiles can be installed in 
any direction, saving installation time and 
reducing waste. And thanks to its outstanding 
level of dirt and stain resistance, ROCKFON 
Blanka includes a 15-year warranty.

ROCKFON / ROCKWOOL B.V.
Stand B13
www.rockfon.com

StoSilent

Effective acoustic solutions are becoming 
more important in modern architecture. 
Even during the planning stage, the ques-
tion is raised: what can be used to positively 
influence the sound in a room – and yet 
be as inconspicuous as possible? StoSilent 
seamless acoustic systems offer more than 
just the technical conditions for the best 
sound properties in rooms. The interaction 
of StoSilent with highly varied finishes and 
the 800 colours of the StoColor System also 
provide you with the freedom of design that 
you would like for your work.

Sto Isoned B.V.
Stand B9
www.sto.nl

new 
exhibitor
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ACANOR™ 

ACANOR™ accent is the brand new bios- 
based acoustic system of Warmteplan. Its 
surface and coating are based on natural 
fibres (wood and paper). ACANOR™ is the 
youngest brother of SPRAYPLAN©. SPRAY-
PLAN© is normally sprayed in layer thickness 
up to 40 mm and has a seamless carpet like 
texture. 

ACANOR™ is from 22 to 202 mm thick, 
is smooth or has a slightly gritted, texture. 
ACANOR™ can be attached to existing struc-
tures (e.g. drywall or concrete) or against a 
depended lath (plenum construction starting 
from 62 mm). 

Warmteplan BV
Stand B15
www.warmteplan.nl

Fusion, when panels and textures blend

Research, innovation and technology are the 
distinctive features of the new FUSION line 
of products of DecoLegno by Cleaf. FUSION 
results from the composite of textiles and 
threads to panels and laminate surfaces 
through state of the art technology. 

FUSION is creativity: a new surface with a 
versatile and original personality, interpreting 
up to date trends through surprising textures 
and palettes to offer projects a whole new 
range of solutions in style. 
This line was developed by Italian expertise: 
high profile techniques for a product of top 
quality and creativity.

DecoLegno
Stand B14
www.decolegno.nl 
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Evola collection 

This collection melamine faced boards, 
HPL and edgings captures trends in interior 
decorating by paying attention to the smallest 
details. The designs meticulously imitate 
every feature of the original materials. 

The greatest advantage is that UNILIN added 
HPL to the collection. The collection can be 
easily used in a diverse range of interior and 
furniture applications. UNILIN also extended 
its existing range with new, lifelike wood de-
signs (with synchronised surface structures), 
plain colours and a line of highly realis-
tic-looking metallic and concrete designs. The 
collection recently won an Iconic award.

UNILIN division panels
Stand B17
www.unilinpanels.com

FRAMES AND TUBES 3D SHAPE® 

Resulting from the Barrisol® technology, 
FRAMES AND TUBES 3D SHAPE® allows for 
the realisation of any architectural shape and 
volume. The Barrisol® sheet is structured and 
adapted to all kinds of architectural forms 
(hoops, arches, ogives etc.) or 3D shapes 
(waves, etc.). All Barrisol® sheet finishes are 
available: lacquered, satin, matt, suede, trans-
lucent or printed. Projects can be backlit and/
or given an acoustic finish, which allows great 
architectural spaces to combine clean design 
with great acoustics.

Barrisol®

Stand B16
www.barrisol.com
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Cocomosaic

Envi thin is one of the brand new designs in 
Nature@Home’s award winning Cocomosaic 
family.

Cocomosaic tiles are handmade from waste 
products of the coconut and timber industry. 
Various colours and finish effects are avail-
able. Only water-based, low emission glues, 
lacquers and paints are used in manufactur-
ing Cocomosaic products.

Cocomosaic tiles form a stylish, richly 
textured, warm and exotic yet elegant wall 
cladding. Flexible and easy to install, it is also 
eco-friendly and 100% natural.

Cocomosaic 
Stand B20
www.natureathome.nl

FINSA Studio Collection

The FINSA Studio Collection consists of 
sixteen fantastic melamine designs with 
synchronized and deep pore structures. It fea-
tures a new generation of high-performance, 
deeper and more authentic surfaces. The 
Studio Collection is by default anti-bacterial 
certificated and available on the exclusive Su-
perPan® baseboard. SuperPan® is a new gen-
eration of technical wood, consisting of wood 
fibres and particles, manufactured through 
a continuous pressing process. Besides the 
FINSA Studio Collection, a new innovation 
will be premiered during Material Xperience 
2016: grey coloured MDF. Its unique look 
offers new solutions for your creations.

FINSA BV
Stand B18
www.finsa.com
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Glimmer & Glitter (barnwood + epoxy)

Barn wood sidings are centuries-old planks, 
which come from the exterior of a barn or 
a pasture shed. The grey and brown colour 
is obtained by centuries of use (100 to 150 
years) and by exposure to the elements. The 
painted planks – scale white, faded red – are 
planks with weather-beaten layers of paint. 
Their appearance is rather raw, with knots 
and nail holes. The composition of barn wood 
is 90% white pine, 10% hemlock and ash. All 
of the planks are air-dried (between 12 and 
15%).

Antoine Verhofstede
Stand B52
www.eeuwenhout.be

Porcelain stoneware / Stoneware

SLATE is pure genius, showing popular slate 
in all its perfection. It suits any room thanks 
to its gentle, rather neutral slate grey. The var-
ied, natural structure conjures up an exciting 
overall image. The variety of formats opens 
up multiple design options. There are large 
(75x75cm) and smaller (37.5x37.5cm) squares, 
rectangles (37.5x75cm) and a decorative strip. 
The highlight of the series is the decorative 
tiles: small squares and hexagons, plain as 
well as nine different graphical motifs. The 
discreet application of glass granules gives 
rise to exciting effects.

Steuler-Fliesen GmbH
Stand B22
www.steuler-fliesen.com
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DuPont™ Corian® Charging Surface

Durable, stain resistant, easy to clean – every 
stylish hue and pattern of DuPont™ Corian® 
is now also available with wireless recharging 
capabilities for smartphones and tablets. Not 
only does its nearly seamless form provide 
virtually limitless design options, DuPont™ 
Corian® Charging Surface is the perfect addi-
tion to modern smart homes, retail environ-
ments and more.
Hidden from view is a transmitter that wire-
lessly powers up smartphones, tablets and 
more. Energy is transferred safely from below 
the DuPont™ Corian® Charging Surface to 
a smart device  - charging stops when your 
battery is full.

Leeuwerik Plaat B.V.
Stand B26
www.leeuwerik.nl

Acospray

Acospray is a seamless acoustic spray plaster 
that reduces reverberation. Acosorb can apply 
the product to basically any surface by means 
of a single process. It can also be applied in 
any thickness required to walls and ceilings 
of any dimension. The product is available 
in an extensive range of colours and with 
structures from smooth to a coarse-grained 
finish. This spray plaster comprises primarily 
recycled natural cellulose fibres. Acosorb also 
includes various additives, with a view to 
optimizing both the life span and fire safety of 
the product.

Acosorb
Stand B27
www.acosorb.nl

new 
exhibitor
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Leather and Leatherlikes

Winter Creation Ltd. is a member of the Swiss 
Winter Group, which has been playing an im-
portant role in the European leather business 
since 1892. Back then, there were only genu-
ine leathers available for desired applications. 
Today, genuine leathers are complemented 
by refined leather-like products, which are 
barely distinguishable from real leather. This 
company specializes in the field of leather 
and leather-like products for the furniture and 
interior design industries. A large number of 
colours and qualities are available from their 
central warehouse.

Winter Creation
Stand B29
www.winter-creation.com

Akotherm

Akotherm is an acoustic and thermal insulat-
ing polyester wool. This material has excellent 
sound absorption and thermal properties and 
is by nature flame retardant. Akototherm is 
resistant to moisture and many chemicals, 
fungi and pests. An additional advantage of 
Akotherm is that it is very stable and elastic. 
As a result, when exposed to vibration, Ako-
therm will not have a tendency to collapse. 
Akotherm is made from recycled PET bottles.

Merford Acoustic Materials
Stand B28
www.merford.com
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Old Wood Products with Character

“Uniwood Altholzmanufaktur” is the market 
leader for the processing and distribution of 
products made of authentic reclaimed timber. 
Their product line ranges from three-layer 
planks to single-layer planks, which can 
be used for all purposes. Their technically 
sophisticated, reclaimed timber products are 
especially interesting for architects with a feel 
for unique, top quality materials. They perfect 
a natural finish on woods, which guarantees 
outstanding products. The following stand-
ards are valid for reclaimed timber products: 
CE Identification for non-load-bearing con-
struction products § EN 13986. Fire resist-
ance: EN ISO 9239-1, EN 13501-1.

Geurts Hout BV
Stand B31
www.geurtshout.com

LENTICULAR®

LENTICULAR® sets products apart in a 
highly visual marketplace by bringing images 
alive. Using a visually stimulating graphic 
approach, it allows advertisers to put their 
message into motion. Visual effects include 
displaying before and after images, making 
a logo or product jump out of the page, 
showing animation or action video sequenc-
es, adding 3D to a graphic or typography and 
morphing one image into a completely differ-
ent one. LENTICULAR® sheets are made out 
of Polyethyleneterephthalate Glycol (PETG) 
and come in a range of three grades with 
60LPI, 75LPI and 100LPI.

3A Composites GmbH
Stand B30
www.display.3acomposites.com

new 
exhibitor
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Bright Nature Interiors

Bright Nature Interiors© creates interior 
environments with a simulation of dynamic 
daylight. The leading material to create a 
bright natural ambiance is a photoprint on 
translucent Pet-G plate in combination with 
dynamic daylight LED panels. 

Applied to walls and ceilings, these images 
come to life with a bi-colour dynamic daylight 
effect. The virtual skylight or window creates a 
view outside where living daylight and a view 
of nature is desirable. You can thus create an 
innovative experience, which increases the 
wellbeing and productivity of all users of the 
interior. 

Bright Nature Interieur
Stand B35
www.brightnature.com

NATURAL COMPOSITE PANEL 

FLAXCOMPOSITES brings together the best 
of nature, tradition and technology. By cre-
ating the first natural composite panel made 
from recycled cork, the finest European linen 
and a biobased resin, FLAXCOMPOSITES 
created the ideal material for walls, furniture 
and much more.
These panels, as big as 1,2 x 3 meters, can be 
process upon request in various thickness 
and using different linen textiles, making each 
project unique. 
LINEN and CORK panel is lightweight, rigid, 
thermoformable, acoustic, and respects na-
ture as it is a fully non-petrol based sustaina-
ble material.

FLAXCOMPOSITES
Stand B32
www.flaxcomposites.com

new 
exhibitor
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Reysitop: Attractive Surface

A Polyrey innovation, Reysitop is an excep-
tional surface that brings together exclusive 
design and high-technology. 
A slim compact material with a pure deep 
black core and textures inspired by stone, 
metal and wood results in decorative surfaces 
with an authentic and exclusive character.
This new material benefits from PROTECT+ 
technology, which guarantees increased 
resistance to abrasion, impact and high tem-
peratures, in order to meet the demands of 
intensive use in public, commercial or service 
sectors. This selection of 20 decors, each with 
a unique personality, bestows both boldness 
and creativity.

Polyrey SAS
Stand B37
www.polyrey.com

Sedacor Innovative cork fabrics products

Bring nature back home with innovative, 
eco-friendly cork products. Cork fabric 
enhances comfort, lightness, design options 
and resistance (abrasion, mechanical, stain, 
stitching, etc.) for endless applications 
including decoration, furniture, upholstery, 
textiles, fashion (footwear, clothing, bags), 
etc.
Cork wall and floors coverings reinforce the 
natural beauty and comfort of buildings. 
A great solution in terms of comfort and 
design, these materials include natural ther-
mal and acoustic insulation and are easy to 
install (in rolls or sheets), easy to clean and 
maintain, water resistant, hypoallergenic and 

SEDACOR - Sociedade Exportadora de Artigos de Cortiça, Lda
Stand B36
www.jpscorkgroup.com

new 
exhibitor
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Carat WoodPaint

Carat WoodPaint combines northern tenacity 
with a friendly and clean appearance. This 
new paint provides wooden surfaces like 
houses, barns and fences with a durable and 
attractive protection. The paint is unique 
because of the protective surface that cleans 
itself. Thanks to the Caparol Clean Concept, 
the surface repels dirt effectively and gives 
algae and fungi practically no chance. Even 
in extreme air pollution, Carat guarantees 
a long-term beautiful and powerful appear-
ance. As with most of Caparol’s paints, your 
colour choice for Carat WoodPaint is virtually 
unlimited.

Caparol
Stand B38
www.caparol.nl

Geluiddempende materialen voor 
een optimale akoestiek

asona.com

Scheepvaarthuis
(Rotterdam)

STUNNING 
[IN]VISIBLE 
ACOUSTIC 



Wijzotex Mat
It is time for a wall paint that is truly 
sustainable. Where green is more 
than de colour of the paint.

For example Wijzotex Mat. This 
high-quality, water-based wall paint, 
based on an innovative starch-tech-
nology, gives a completely matt re-
sult and is easy to apply. Green paint 
that is available in all colours. In 
that way Wijzonol always offers you 
the optimal combination between 
quality and sustainability. Try and get 
convinced?
Call 038 429 11 00 or visit www.
wijzonol.nl for more information. 



+31 (0)33 247 1515
start@ekotexwandafwerking.nl
www.ekotexwandafwerking.nl 
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Start vandaag!

WAS ALLES WAT WIT IS, MAAR ZO HELDER.

www.rockfon.nl

ECHT WIT HELDER SNEL MONTEREN DUURZAAM

www.rockfon.nl
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Ontdek op stand B17:

Voor meer informatie en stalen: www.unilinpanels.com

ClicWall
Naadloze en onmiddellijk  
afgewerkte MDF-wanden

ClicWall plaatsen kan tot 5 keer sneller dan 
traditionele wandbekledingmaterialen zoals 
gipsplaten.

Evola
Trouw aan het origineel,
boordevol karakter

Evola is een collectie van exclusieve, unieke 
designs en oppervlaktestructuren.

Melamine - HPL laminaat - kantenband
Foto’s © Stefaan Achtergael

Innovatieve houtoplossingen voor bouw & interieur. 
Daar werken we aan, samen met u.

Advertentie catalogus MX.indd   1 7/01/2016   11:56:29



ULTRA RESISTANT COLOR ANODIZING
BY

ALUMET

FASCINERENDE GEVEL. Het perfekte materiaal voor geventileerde gevels.

Het Anker, Zwolle | ALUCOBOND® verschillende kleuren | MoederscheimMoonen Architects | Foto: © Hennie Raaymakers 
ALUCOBOND® Aluminiumcomposiet panelen geven door diversiteit in verwerking een grote architectonische vrijheid.

3A Composites GmbH
Alusingenplatz 1
78224 Singen, Duitsland
Tel +316 469 129 44
info.eu@alucobond.com www.alucobond.com

Join the  
discovery
www.materia.nl
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Desso B.V.
Stand C1
www.desso-businesscarpets.nl 

Desso Merge

Merge is the latest addition to Desso’s 
CARPETECTURE®-Transitions Collection. The 
collection is designed to soften the interior 
with organic structures, giving architects and 
designers the opportunity to bring the outside 
world inside. With two separate structures that 
flow into each other in one carpet tile, Merge 
adds a natural, organic feel to the interior. By 
combining the dynamic structures of this car-
pet tile with other products in the Transitions 
Collection, designers can play with different tex-
tures, colours and patterns to create a unique, 

impressive floor. Merge is particularly suitable 
for offices, where the overflowing structures 
can be used to create flexible spaces compris-
ing different places to work or hold meetings. 
Merge is not only striking in terms of design. 
The standard collection is available with 
Desso EcoBase® carpet backing, which is fully 
recyclable within Desso’s own production facili-
ties. Desso EcoBase® also contains positively 
defined limestone from several Dutch water 
companies. This backing is fully in line with the 
Cradle to Cradle® strategy of Desso.
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Interface Nederland BV
Stand C2
www.interface.com

Equal Measure 

Equal Measure is inspired by the traditional 
cobblestone streets found all over the world, 
creating a sense of the familiar and the origi-
nal at the same time. The classic, irregular 
look of a lived-in street is combined with the 
soft luxury of carpet tile and all its associated 
benefits. The subdued colour palette offers 
refuge within the high-intensity environment 
that is the open office.

EM551 is a simple, low profile construction 
that has the appearance of a coarse woven 

fabric on the floor. The opposing construction 
is EM553, which has a rich geometry and re-
minds us of the cobblestone streets. EM552 is 
the transition tile. This is where the two other 
styles meet in a very natural way without 
abrupt transitions. The 25 x 100 cm Skinny 
Plank format allows designers to create a 
transition that spans a large distance. Equal 
Measure allows movement in four directions 
– a foundation for beautiful thinking. 
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Hexagon Shape Tiles and Other Curious 

Intercodam Tegels B.V. from Amsterdam 
is showing the latest sizes and shapes in 
ceramic tiles and natural stone. Amongst 
them are hexagon tiles in different sizes and 
other organic shaped tiles from all over the 
world. Intercodam offers you solutions in 
your search for special tiles in ceramic and 
natural stone.

Intercodam Tegels B.V.
Stand C4
www.intercodam.com

Moduleo Moods

With Moods, Moduleo introduces a creative 
studio with which customers can use to 
put their own seal on the floor. The Moods 
formats contain geometric and rectangular 
shapes, varying from a herringbone plank to 
Hungarian point, from hexagonal to trian-
gular and diamond. Because everything fits 
together, the possibilities are endless and 
the effect is totally unexpected. From ‘mild to 
wild’, or from a fairly traditional herringbone 
to a capricious, arty pattern arising from your 
own creativity. The designs are based on a 
selection from the existing Transform and 
Impress collections.

IVC
Stand C3
www.moduleo.nl

new 
exhibitor
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MOSO® Bamboo X-treme®

MOSO® Bamboo X-treme® is made from 
compressed, thermo treated bamboo fibers, 
creating a solid, high-density exterior bamboo 
material for various applications. This patent-
ed thermo treatment/compression process 
provides Bamboo X-treme® cladding the high-
est durability class possible in the appropriate 
EU norms and increases stability, density, and 
hardness. Furthermore, this product reaches 
fire safety class B-s1-d0 (EN 13501-1) without 
impregnation with expensive and eco-damag-
ing fire retardants. MOSO® Bamboo X-treme® 
outdoor beams are made of the same materi-
al, are extremely stable and therefore ideal for 
use in outdoor furniture products. 

MOSO International
Stand C7
www.moso.eu 

Durabella, Seamless Terrazzo

Duracryl Flooring Systems introduces Du-
rabella Garazu, seamless terrazzo. This line 
includes pieces of recycled glass, thus giving 
a new twist to terrazzo flooring. About 80% 
of this seamless floor material contains recy-
cled glass. The binder that keeps it together 
is based on Durabella’s latest biopolymer 
innovation. Be inspired by all the colours of 
the NCS, RAL or Sikkens. Colour can even be 
given to the pieces of glass. Durabella hopes 
to inspire you through the creation of your 
own Durabella Garazu floor.

Duracryl Flooring Systems
Stand C6
www.duracryl.nl
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Natural stone based 

This composite made of different granulates 
can be used in a broad range of applications 
from kitchen counter tops to wall covers to 
wall cladding. Available in thicknesses from 
2 to 20 cm, this company produces their 
material out of big blocks and are thus able 
to offer any size ranging from 10 x 10 cm up 
to 253 x 142 cm. At the moment, 46 colours 
are available in 4 different finishes with the 
possibility of developing your own colour. The 
factory is LEED certified.  

Diamond Spectrum Enterprises B.V.
Stand C15
www.diamondspectrum.com 

BELVEDERE XL

Top of the range, urban design series BEL-
VEDERE now also comes in XL sizes: 75x75 
and 60x120 cm. Fully in style with the current 
trend towards the use of large shapes for 
floors, BELVEDERE XL suggests a sense of 
wide-open space, combined with a very con-
temporary style.

Thanks to the rectified edges, minimum 
width grout joints can be used which do 
not interrupt the continuity of the surface. 
BELVEDERE XL can, of course, be modularly 
combined with all other sizes in the BELVE-
DERE series.

DUTCH TILES BV
Stand C9
www.sphinxtegels.nl  

new 
exhibitor

new 
exhibitor
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Therdex Herringbone

The Therdex PVC floors are characterized by 
a very accurate imitation of wood with all the 
advantages of a PVC Floor. New in the 2016 
collection are Therdex Orginals (parquet 
design 150 cm), Therdex Stone (slabs of 
100 x100 cm) and Therdex Herringbone. To 
explain more about the Herringbone: The 
boards measure 15 x 60 cm. Because the 
length and width are proportional (4x width = 
1x length), you can combine the boards end-
lessly in double herringbone, “table motives” 
etc. Let your creativity run away with Therdex.

Therdex PVC Vloeren / Van Besouw
Stand C17
www.therdex.nl 

Comet Collection

This carpet tile concept includes many 
designs that can be supplied in 40.000 
different colours. 46 of them are produced 
and worked out to show. These carpet tiles 
can be supplied in many shapes; standard 50 
x 50 cm, but also possible in 25 x 100 cm or 
100 x 100 cm or 50 x 100 cm. Options include 
a sound blocker backing that creates a noise 
reduction of 32 dB. These tiles are 100 % 
recyclable as well as approved and certified by 
BRE Excellent.

Marlin contract B.V.
Stand C16
www.marlincontract.com

new 
exhibitor
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Designbeton

Designbeton is a cement-based, ecological 
coating for floors and walls, 3-4 mm thick and 
with a high abrasion resistance. Due to its 
excellent bonding power, Designbeton can be 
applied to almost any stable surface, includ-
ing ceramics. Thanks to its characteristics, it 
can be applied to existing concrete flooring 
with a fast surface renewal, saving time and 
money.  Unlike most floorings and vertical 
coating solutions, Designbeton is completely 
customizable. The crafty character of the 
Designbeton application process means that 
every job is unique. Designbeton is applied by 
hand with a trowel. 

Design Beton
Stand C19
www.designbeton.nl

Plant

A brand-new hybrid industrial material, Plant 
is a wood-cement inspired porcelain tile 
collection, with a used-look appeal and a 
decidedly contemporary allure. The conspic-
uous scratching on the surface, the signs 
of wear and tear and the distinctive colours 
all contribute to shaping the underground 
atmosphere the collection takes its inspira-
tion from. 
The tiles come in 6 medium and large sizes, 
ideal for enhancing the shading effect once
laid: 75x150, 25x150, 45x90, 22,5x90,
60x60 and 30x60.

Ceramiche Refin Spa 
Stand C18
www.refin.it
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Noraplan valua

The new rubber flooring noraplan valua 
combines home comfort and functionality. 
Presenting 32 appealing colours – 8 with 
lighter and 24 with heavier marbling – no-
raplan valua provides the greatest design 
potential. On the one hand based on nature. 
On the other, accentuations were selected to 
meet demand for colour as a design element 
on the floor. This rubber flooring is available 
as both classical sheets and tile modules 
with bevelled edging. Authentic, high quality, 
comfortable – noraplan valua transfers nature 
to the home and makes every room worthy of 
living and loving.

Nora flooring systems B.V.
Stand C22
www.nora.com

ChromaPlural

Introducing the new colors of architectural 
ceramics, ChromaPlural opens up new levels 
of design freedom for architects. Specially 
developed for ChromaPlural, the UNICOLOR 
range of colors comprises 50 coordinated 
colors in decimal and octametric sizes. 
Whether glazed or unglazed, earthenware, 
stoneware or porcelain stoneware – the slim 
3 mm joint is equally standard in ChromaPlu-
ral as in the HT coating, which decomposes 
pollutants, and the various slip-resistant 
versions. ChromaPlural is versatile for both 
interior and exterior applications: from fa-
cades to floors, underground railway stations 
to spa landscapes.

AGROB BUCHTAL GmbH
Stand C21
www.agrob-buchtal.de
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Jasba-LOOP 

The new Jasba-LOOP circular mosaic concept 
offers a sophisticated colour card designed 
in collaboration with planners and architects, 
based on the latest colour trends and availa-
ble in Ø 1 cm and Ø 2 cm formats.

The Jasba-LOOP collection follows the grow-
ing trend towards circular shapes, which are 
increasingly prevailing in interior applications.

Apart from peaceful, unobtrusive areas, Jas-
ba-LOOP can also be used to design contrast-
ing areas. High-gloss areas ensure maximum 
colour brilliance and luminance.

Jasba GmbH
Stand C24
www.jasba.de

Caracterr seamless 

A house or building is more than a roof 
over your head. You want to give your living 
and work environment its own design and 
identity. A floor determines the atmosphere, 
especially a seamless floor from Caracterr. 
Available in 65 trendy colors, flat or rough, 
with or without decorations, the possibilities 
for personal styling are unlimited. These 
seamless floors are handmade and offer 5 
years warranty. They have a durable quality 
and the ability to innovate a space. LEOXX 
is the exclusive dealer of Caracterr in the 
Netherlands.

Caracterr
Stand C23
www.caracterr.com

new 
exhibitor

new 
exhibitor
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Arturo Unique Flooring – Resin Floors

Arturo Unique Flooring presents design pos-
sibilities for resin flooring that give every inte-
rior and every space an atmosphere that feels 
good. In the Arturo Colour Collection, Arturo 
presents you with a sea of styles, trends and 
options. If you look for a unique design, 
tailor-made concepts from Arturo Studio can 
be a perfect solution. Arturo is a brand of Un-
ipro bv, a company of the international Uzin 
Utz Group. Arturo products are produced 
by Unipro bv in the ‘greenest’ factory of the 
Netherlands, which is CO2 neutral.

Arturo Unique Flooring
Stand C27
www.arturoflooring.com

Touch of Nature materials

Featuring new biobased formulations for 
making seamless floors, tabletops, tiles and 
flexible sheets, this new sustainable material 
looks great, feels good and fits application 
requirements; materials that are appealing to 
the ratio, the emotions and the intuition of 
the customers.
Starting from a feedstock (berries, coffee, 
cork, etc.) generating a waste stream (berry 
seeds, coffee grounds, used cork stoppers) 
these are up-cycled into sensual, attractive 
materials of high quality in combination with 
a vegetable oil-based resin. Touch of Nature 
materials are commercially available and 
demonstrated in real market application. 

Orineo
Stand C26
www.touchofnature.eu

new 
exhibitor
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Felt Elements 

Felt Elements are acoustic and magnetic wool 
felt tiles. They stick to the wall using magnetic 
paint. The individual Felt Elements can be 
shuffled around to make up a different design 
each time. The Elements are available in 
different shapes and can be embroidered with 
your own design in one of our 500 amazing 
colours. Wool felt tiles have a high acoustic 
value for your room and office.

The wool studio
Stand C29
www.thewoolstudio.nl

Naturecore

Naturecore is a real innovation: a natural 
design flooring in A plank format of 120 x 20 
cm. Naturecore is made up almost entirely 
of natural raw materials and is completely 
free of PVC and plasticisers. The high-qual-
ity HotCoating® protective layer seals the 
flooring and makes it robust, scratchproof 
and resistant to moisture. Its eighteen 
authentically wood looks ensure comfort 
and ambiance, available from classic oak to 
modern whitewash. The flooring is easy to lay 
and the planks can be simply transported to 
building sites. Naturecore ensures long-last-
ing enjoyment of a beautiful floor. 

DLW Flooring
Stand C28
www.dlwflooring.nl

new 
exhibitor
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Format by Vorwerk flooring

Format, Vorwerk’s classic carpet, is both high 
quality and hardwearing. Changeable effects, 
shifting surfaces, nuanced colours and a 
pleasant surface feel characterize Vorwerk 
quality and aesthetic standards. Furthermore, 
Format is tested for harmful substances and 
particulate matter. It is therefore an excellent 
flooring option for people with allergies. The 
variety of long, flat loops are eye-catching. 
The unique concept of Format makes it 
possible to produce different structures in 
a single colour or alternatively, use different 
colour combinations in a single structure. 
The collection contains a total of 68 colour 
schemes.

Mommersteeg B.V.
Stand C35
www.mommersteegbv.nl

LIGNODUR terrafina outdoor decking system

LIGNODUR terrafina® is a premium, high-
tech product that unites the advantages of 
wood and the benefits of a synthetic material. 
The LIGNODUR® wood composite material 
has convinced over the years with its stable 
form, sustainability and durability. 
LIGNODUR terrafina® massiv is excellently 
suited for large terraces and curved shapes. 
Meanwhile, terrafina® massiv floor boards 
impress with their natural wood optics and 
haptics. The smooth barefoot surface and the 
small joints produce a safe surface, even for 
children. In contrast to wood, LIGNODUR 
terrafina® floor boards remain free of splin-
ters and cracks.

Moeller Profilsysteme GmbH & Co. KG
Stand C33
www.moeller-profilsysteme.de     

new 
exhibitor
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Patchwork & Pattern carpet tiles

modulyss® presents its all-new Pixel, Patch-
work & Pattern carpet tile collections. These 
collections add a gentle touch of authentic 
vintage charm to any hotel or office spaces. 6 
rich colour variations, ranging from nuanced 
grey and brown to vivid turquoise and red, 
create a warm and welcoming atmosphere 
that inspires elegance and sophistication. 
The style and charisma of these collections 
instantly open a window to the past and help 
you escape the hustle and bustle of everyday 
life.

modulyss®

Stand C37
www.modulyss.com

Fine Felt carpet & Felt Elements  

With Felt Elements Donkersloot adds a 
unique design possibility to our felt carpet 
ranges. The pattern is cut out from the carpet 
during production according the project 
specifications. During installation, these 
cut-outs will be filled with single layer felt 
inlays. The inlays are thinner as the felt carpet 
which creates dept. We supply the inlays in 
eight colours. In combination with our broad 
colour-ranges in felt carpets, one has endless 
possibilities to create a unique felt carpet 
floor. Donkersloot provides three standard 
patterns. A custom pattern is possible.   

Donkersloot
Stand C36
www.donkersloot-tapijt.nl



ARDEX ARDURAPID and PANDOMO® Loft 

ARDEX ARDURAPID offers the perfect sub-
strate while PANDOMO Loft offers flooring 
with character. A further development of 
PANDOMO Floor, this flooring solution is 
suitable not only in public and industrial are-
as, but has also proven itself in private use as 
its unique texture and consistency allow for 
an almost infinite range of applications. The 
newest innovation in PANDOMO decorative 
fillers also proves its exceptional quality: e.g. 
the large-scale application of a mineral top 
layer can be applied thinly (approx. 2 mm) 
with PANDOMO Loft.

ARDEX
Stand B5
www.ardex.eu
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Diamond Spectrum Enterprises B.V.
Nijverheidstraat 27 - 4143 HN Leerdam - Holland
T: 0031- (0)345 509010 - F: 0031- (0)345 509011
I: www.diamondspectrum.com - E: verkoop@diamondspectrum.com

Composite made of different granulates, which
have a very brought application.
Steps to kitchen tops and wall covers to wall
cladding.
Available in 2 to 20 cm thickness.
As we can produce out of big blocks, we are able
to offer any size from 10x10 till 253x142 cm.
At this moment, 46 colours are available in 4
different finishingʼs and
possibility of developing
your own colour.

The factory is Leed
certified.

• terrasplanken
• gevelbekleding
• schuttingdelen
• balken
• accessoires
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Sovereign facade design 
and sustainable ef f iciency

Architects all around the world appreciate 
facade ceramics of AGROB BUCHTAL. 
There are some good reasons for this: the 
attractive design, the extensive range of 
services or the high quality made in Ger-
many. Another convincing  aspect is the 
revolutionary HT coating (HT =  Hydrophilic 
Tile) offering special characteristics, which 
protect the environment, reduce mainte-
nance costs and support green building.

www.agrob-buchtal.de
www.clean-air-ceramics.com

Housing complex „Ting 1“ (Sweden)  
planned by Wingårdh Arkitektkontor AB

Visit us at  
stand A20

For us at Sphinx - Dutch premium brand for over 120 years - supreme quality, sustainable design and excellent 
customer service go hand in hand. We offer an extensive range of modern ceramic tile concepts for both consumer 
and project-based use. Our collections are well thought through, and developed to satisfy even the most ambitious 
demands. Sphinx is a brand by Dutch Tiles BV, part of the Koramic Group.

INSPIRED BY OUR CITY  |  www.sphinxtegels.nl
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Bruil
Stand D1
www.bruil.nl

Aesthetic revolution in 3D-printed architectural 
concrete
Bruil adds new textures and multi-coloured 
designs to 3D concrete printing. Bruil has 
created a parametric object almost 2 meters 
in height to show what 3D printing of archi-
tectural concrete has to offer for architects. It 
demonstrates what valuable aesthetic assets, 
such as freedom of form, appearance, colour, 
design and textures, are possible. Developing 
a 3D printer for architectural concrete, Bruil is 
making freedom of form in architecture and 
construction affordable again. 

new 
exhibitor
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ustom
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Slimframe Interior Concept

Slimframe is a display system combining 
aluminum or plastic profiles with custom-
ized prints. Using Slimframe, any design can 
be printed on your preferred print media to 
transform any room. Slimframe is fully flexi-
ble so changing the design is easy. 

Easy to mount, highlights include com-
plete flexibility in sizes and shapes: curved, 
single-sided, double-sided and complete 
freedom in print media for the prints - from 
Visual Magnetics to the durable, fire retardant 
and hygienic Wall and Ceilflex. Slimframe is 
also available with acoustic print media and 
LED-illumination.

Van Straaten Group
Stand D7
www.vanstraaten.com 

Integrated workflow for bricks

Experience innovation in materializing with 
bricks. At the stage of selecting bricks for your 
project, your selection is transformed into a 
customized VisuWall®: an unprecedented, 
life-sized, high-quality and colourfast insight 
into what your façades will end up looking 
like. At Keramia B.V.’s own print division, 
these VisuWalls are printed on-demand 
and represent an environmentally friendly 
alternative to heavy sample panels. Your 
brick palette is processed into custom-made, 
dimensioned textures and details. These can 
easily be mapped onto your 3D-model and 
thereby allow you to model and render accu-
rately in no time.

Keramia B.V.
Stand D5
www.keramia.nl

new 
exhibitor

new 
exhibitor
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Aldowa
� Page 54, Stand A14
Overschieseweg 32
3044 EE Rotterdam, NL
T  +31 102 083 788
E  info@aldowa.nl
I  www.aldowa.nl

Alumet BV
� Page 55, Stand A15
Nieuwe Donk 7
4879 AC Eten Leur, NL
T  +31 765 043 130
E  info@alumet.nl
I  www.alumet.nl

Arcelor Mittal
� Page 54, Stand A13
Biezenwei 2
4004 MB Tiel, NL
T  +31 344 631 746
E  info.amcn@arcelormittal.com
I   www.arcelormittaltiel.nl

Ardex Pandomo
� Page 97, Stand C14
Friedrich Ebert Strasse 45
58453 Witten, DE
T  +49 230 266 46 04
E  info@ardex.eu
I  www.ardex.eu
 

Asona
� Page 67, Stand B05
C.Verolmelaan 75
1422 ZB Uithoorn, NL
T  +31 206 435 850
E  info@asona.nl
I  www.asona.nl

3A Composites Architecture
� Page 51, Stand A07
Alusingenplatz 1
78224 Singen, DE
T  +49 541 121 93 00
E  display.eu@3AComposites.com 
I  www.display.3AComposites.com  

3A Composites Display
� Page 76, Stand B30
Alusingenplatz 1
78224 Singen, DE
T  +49 541 121 93 00
E  display.eu@3AComposites.com
I   www.display.3AComposites.com  

Abet BV
� Page 59, Stand A31
Lagedijk Noord 4
3401 VA Ijsselstein, NL
T  +31 306 868 450
E  promotie@abet.nl
I  www.abet.nl

Acosorb
� Page 74, Stand B27
Spinnerij 33
1185 ZS Amstelveen, NL
T  +31 207 173 000
E  info@acosorb.nl
I  info@acosorb.nl

Agrob Buchtal 
� Page 57 & 91, Stand A20 + C21
Buchtal 1
92521 Schwarzenfeld, DE
T +49 228 391 44 03
E architecs@agrob-buchtal.de
I  www.agrob-buchtal.de
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Arturo Flooring
� Page 93, Stand C27
Industriestraat 15
7482 EW Haaksbergen, NL
T  +31 535 737 373
E  info@arturoflooring.nl
I  www.arturoflooring.com

Baars & Bloemhoff
� Page 64, Stand B02
Laagraven 44
3439 LK Nieuwegein, NL
T � +31 302 882 134
E  inspiratiecentrum@baars-bloemhoff.nl
I   www.baars-bloemhoff.nl 

Barrisol 
� Page 71, Stand B16
Route Du Sipes 68
F 68680 Kembs, FR
T  +33 763 213 907
E  info@barrisol.com
I  www.barrisol.com

Van Besouw Tapijt BV
� Page 89, Stand C17
Puttenstraat 3
8281 BP Genemuiden, NL
T  +31 383 858 818
E  info@besouw.nl
I  www.besouw.nl

Bright Nature Interieur
� Page 77, Stand B35
Ottho Heldringstraat 3
1066 AZ Amsterdam, NL
T  +31 853 015 033
E  info@brightnature.com
I  www.brightnature.com
 

Bruil
� Page 100, Stand D01
Keesomstraat 9
6717 AH Ede GLD, NL
T  +31 888 118 717
E  info@bruil.nl
I  www.bruil.nl

Caracterr BV
� Page 92, Stand C23
Distributiestraat 61C
4283 JN Giessen, NL
T  +31 832 010 018
E  info@caracterr.com
I  www.caracterr.com

Ceramiche Refin
Page 90, Stand C18
Via I Maggio 22 Salvaterra
I 42013 Casalgrande, IT
T  +39 0522 990 499
E  info@refin.it  
I  www.refin.it

Coco Mosaic
� Page 72, Stand B20
Argon 25
4751 XC Oud Gastel, NL
T  +31 165 744 007
E  info@natureathome.nl
I  www.natureathome.nl

DAW Coatings
� Page 79, Stand B38
Koperslager 2-4 
3860 BC Nijkerk, NL
T  +31 332 475 000
E  info@caparol.nl
I  www.caparol.nl
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DC Design 
� Page 90, Stand C19
Einsteinstraat 15
6902 PB Zevenaar, NL
T  +31 858 771 568
E  info@designbeton.nl
I  www.designbeton.nl
 

DecoLegno BV
� Page 70, Stand B14
Parklaan 35-37
1544 AK Zaandijk, NL
T  +31 756 165 064
E  info@decolegno.nl
I  www.decolegno.nl

Decomo NV
� Page 61, Stand A41
Boulevard Industriel 96
B 7700 Mouscron, BE
T  +32 474 770 831
E  info@decomo.be
I  www.decomo.be
 

Desso BV 
� Page 84, Stand C01
Taxandriaweg 15
5140 AD Waalwijk, NL
T  +31 416 684 117
E  info@desso.com
I  www.desso.com

DLW Flooring
Page 94, Stand C28
� Het Zuiderkruis 9
5215 MV Hertogenbosch, NL
T  +31 735 039 446
E  commercial-flooring-nl@dlwflooring.com
I   www.dlwflooring.nl    

Donkersloot 
� Page 96, Stand C36
Nijverheidswerf 37
1402 BV Bussum, NL
T  +31 882 400 801
E  eg@donkersloot-tapijt.nl
I  www.donkersloot-tapijt.nl

DSE
� Page 88, Stand C12
Nijverheidstraat 27
4143 HN Leerdam, NL
T  +31 345 509 010
E  verkoop@diamondspectrum.com
I  www.diamondspectrum.nl

Duracryl Flooring Systems
� Page 87, Stand C06
Elandstraat 91
2901 BK Capelle Ad Ijssel, NL
T  +31 104 505 231
E  info@duracryl.nl
I  www.duracryl.nl

Eeuwenhout
� Page 73, Stand B25
Veldstraat 365
B 9140 Temse Vellle, BE
T  +32 371 066 40
E  info@houtidee.be
I  www.eeuwenthout.be

Ekotex
� Page 68, Stand B07
Dieselweg 9
3752 LB Bunschoten, NL
T  +31 332 471 515
E  info@ekotexwandafwerking.nl
I  www.ekotexwandafwerking.nl
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ENCI
� Page 57, Stand A22
Sint Teunislaan 1
5203 DE Hertogenbosch, NL
T  +31 736 401 213
E  info@enci.nl
I  www.enci.nl
 

Euramax BV 
� Page 56, Stand A19
Industrieweg 6
6040 AA Roermond, NL
T  +31 475 370 301
E  max@euramax.eu
I  www.euramax.eu

Eurolacke BV
� Page 55, Stand A17
De Riemsdijk 4
4004 LC Tiel, NL
T  +31 344 620 662
E  info@eurolacke.nl
I  www.eurolacke.nl
 

Façade Beek  
� Page 60, Stand A39
Stationsstraat 106
6191 BG Beek, NL
T  +31 464 372 828
E  info@facadebeek.com
I  www.facadebeek.com

FETIM
� Page 53, Stand A10
Kopraweg 1
1000 AT Amsterdam, NL
T  +31 205 805 285
E  info@nl.fetimgroup.com
I  www.fetimgroup.com
 

FINSA
� Page 72, Stand B18
Westerhavenweg 12 Buitenhaven
4382 NM Vlissingen, NL
T  +31 118 471 222
E  marketingholland@finsa.com
I  www.finsa.com

Flaxcomposites
� Page 77, Stand B32
Rue Des Metissages 41
59336 Tourcoing, FR
T  +33 689 742 380
E  contact@flaxcomposites.com
I  www.flaxcomposites.com

Foreco
� Page 52, Stand A08
Dalmsholterweg 5
7722 KJ Dalfsen, NL
T  +31 529 431 548
E  i.pronk@foreco.nl
I  www.foreco.nl

Geurts Hout
� Page 76, Stand B31
Schootsveld 23
5821 EH Vierlingsbeek, NL
T  +31 653 651 449
E  wim@geurtshout.com
I  www.geurtshout.com

Intercodam
� Page 86, Stand C04
Amstel 135
1018 EN Amsterdam, NL
T  +31 206 225 115
E  info@intercodam.com
I  www.intercodam.com
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Interface
� Page 885, Stand C02
Industrielaan 15
3925 BD Scherpenzeel Gld, NL
T  +31 332 775 555
E  Interface.nl@interface.com
I  www.interface.com

 

IVC
� Page 86, Stand C03
Nijverheidslaan 29
B 8580 Avelgem, BE
T  +32 566 532 31
E  info@moduleo.com
I  www.moduleo.com

Jasba
� Page 92, Stand C24
Im Petersborn 2
6244 Otzingen, DE
T  +49 260 268 20
E  info@jasba.de
I  www.jasba.de
 

Keramia BV 
� Page 101, Stand D05
Postbus 43
3371KH Hardinxveld Giessendam,NL
T  +31 184 613 383
E  info@keramia.nl
I  www.keramia.nl

Lander BV
� Page 51, Stand A06
Modelleur 4
5171 SL Kaatsheuvel, NL
T  +31 416 280 246
E  info@lander.nl
I   www.lander.nl   

 

Leeuwerik Plaat BV 
� Page 742, Stand B26
Postbus 9717
5602 LS Eindhoven, NL
T  +31 402 905 050
E  info@leeuwerik.nl
I  www.leewerik.nl

Marlin Contract 
� Page 89, Stand C16
Marketing 3
6921 RE Duiven, NL
T  +31 263 121 639 
E  info@marlincontract.com
I  www.marlincontract.com

Merford Acoustic Control  
� Page 75, Stand B28
Franklinweg 8
4200 AD Gorinchem, NL
T  +31 183 675 000
E  acousticmaterials@merford.com
I  www.merford.com

Metadecor
Page 61, Stand A40
Spoorstraat 43¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
8271 RG IJsselmuiden, NL
T  +31 38 331 81 81
E  informatie@metadecor.nl
I  www.metadecor.nl¬

Michel Oprey & Beisterveld
� Page 49, Stand A41
Havenweg 18
6100 AD Echt, NL
T  +31 475 417 000
E  info@mo-b.nl
I  www.mo-b.nl
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De Nis
� Page 58, Stand A25
Oosterboekelweg 17
1661 BT  De Weere, NL
T  +31 6 239 470 01
E  denis@de-nis.com
I  www.de-nis.com

Nora Flooring 
� Page 91, Stand C22
Belgiumstraat 14
5171 PN Kaatsheuvel, NL
T  +31 416 286 140
E  info-nl@nora.com
I  www.nora.com
 

Polyrey 
� Page 78, Stand B37
Route De Bergerac 700
F 24150 Baneul, FR
T  +31 207 083 131
E  polyrey.benelux@polyrey.com
I  www.polyrey.com

Porcelanosa 
� Page 50, Stand A5
Magalhaesweg 8
5928 LN Venlo, NL
T  +31 207 372 845
E  info@porcelanosa.nl
I  www.porcelanosa.nl

 
RET Interieur 
� Page 65, Stand B03
Cartesiusweg 127A
3534 BC Utrecht, NL
T  +31 302 455 555
E  info@retbouwproducten.nl
I  www.retbouwproducten.nl

 Mindow Maastricht 
� Page 46, Stand A01
Kruisweg 46
6231 RK Meern, NL
T  +31 611 336 335
E  info@mindow.nl
I  www.mindow.com

Modulyss
� Page 96, Stand C37
Zevensterrestraat 21
B B9240 Zele, BE
T  +32 524 548 58 
E  info@modulyss.com
I  www.modulyss.com
 

Moeller GmbH & Co KG
� Page 95, Stand C33
Am Kindergarten 1
59872 Meschede, DE
T  +49 291 299 356
E info@moeller-profillsysteme.de
I  www.terrafina.de

MOSO
� Page 87, Stand C07
De Marowijne 43
1689 AR Zwaag, NL
T  +31 229 265 732
E  info@moso.eu
I  www.moso.eu     

Nevra Benelux BV 
� Page 56, Stand A18
Amsterdamsestraatweg 29 G 
1411 AW Naarden, NL
T  +90 216 457 36 00
E  info@nevra.com.tr
I  www.nevra.com.tr
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Sonae Industria
� Page 66, Stand B04
Edisonweg 8A
3442 AC Woerden, NL
T  +31 348 434 400
E  sonae-tafibra@sonae.nl
I  www.sonaeindustria.com
 

Sphinx Tegels 
� Page 88, Stand C09
Australielaan 21-25
6190 BA Maastricht, NL
T  +31 433 683 434
E  info@sphinxtegels.nl
I  www.sphinxtegels.nl

St. Joris Keramische Industrie 
� Page 59, Stand A27
St.Jorisstraat 54
5954 AP Beesel, NL
T  +31 774 740 100
E  verkoop@stjoris.nl
I  www.stjoris.nl
 

Steuler Fliesen 
� Page 73, Stand B22
Industriestrasse 78
75417 Muhlacker, DE
T   +49 704 180 11 10
E  info@steuler-fliesen.de
I  www.steuler-fliesen.com

Sto Isoned 
� Page 69, Stand B09
Lingwei 107
4000 HK Tiel, NL
T  +31 344 620 666
E  Info.nl@sto.com
I  www.sto.nl

Roba Metals 
� Page 53, Stand A12
Zomerdijk 27-33
3402 MJ Ijsselstein, NL
T  +31 306 860 296
E  bwesselink@robametals.com
I  www.robametals.com

Rockwool 
� Page 69, Stand B13
Industrieweg 15
6045 JG Roermond, NL
T  +31 475 353 379
E  info@rockfon.nl
I  www.rockfon.nl
 

Rollecate  
� Page 59, Stand A32
H.G. Zwerusstraat 3
7950 AA Staphorst, NL
T  +31 522 467 000
E  mail@rollecate.nl
I  www.rollecate.nl

Rometa Metaal
� Page 53, Stand A09
Oostwijk 23
5406 XT Uden, NL
T  +31 413 262 040
E  info@rometa.com
I  www.rometa.com
 

Sedacor
� Page 78, Stand B36
Rua Nova Do Lameiro 184
4535-489 S.Paio De Oleiros, PR
T  +351 227 470 590
E  sedacor@jpscorkgroup.com
I  www.jpscorkgroup.com
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Stofix 
� Page 60, Stand A34
Rahtitie 3
01530 Vantaa, FI
T  +32 479 534 809
E  netherlands@stofix.com
I  www.stofix.com

Van Straaten BV
� Page 101, Stand D7
Schipholweg 939
2143 CE Boesingheliede, NL
T  +31 235 551 861
E  info@vanstraaten.com
I  www.vanstraaten.com

Tata Steel
� Page 48, Stand A03
Wenckebachstraat 1
1951 JZ Velsen Noord, NL
T  +31 251 494 500
E  info@tatasteelbouw.nl
I  www.tatasteelbouw.nl
 

The Wool Studio
� Page 94, Stand C29
Laan Van Waalhaven 35
2497 GN Den Haag, NL
T  +31 854 014 986
E  info@thewoolstudio.nl
I  www.thewoolstudio.nl

Touch of Nature 
� Page 93, Stand C26
Acaciastraat 14
3071 Erps-Kwerps, BE
T  +32 475 801 602
E  info@touchofnature.eu
I  www.touchofnature.eu
 

Twentinox 
� Page 58, Stand A23
Petroleumhavenstraat 1-3
7550 AA Hengelo, NL
T  +31 742 916 996
E  info@twentinox.com
I  www.twentinox.com

Unilin Panels 
� Page 71, Stand B17
Ingelmunstersteenweg 229
B 8780 Oostrozebeke, BE
T  +31 566 670 21
E  info.panels@unilin.com
I  www.unilinpanels.com
 

Vorwerk  
� Page 95, Stand C35
Kuhlmannstrasse 11 
31785 Hameln, DE
T  +49 515 110 33 77
E  marketing@vorwerk-teppich.de
I  www.vorwerk-carpets.com

Warmteplan 
� Page 70, Stand B15
Mercuriusweg 5
6970 AA Brummen, NL
T  +31 575 564 805
E  info@warmteplan.nl
I  www.warmteplan.nl
 

Richard Wernekinck Wol Groothandel
� Page 68, Stand B08
Buitenwatersloot 71
2613 TB Delft, NL
T  +31 152 146 341
E  sales@hollandfelt.nl
I  www.hollandfelt.nl
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Winter Creations 
� Page 75, Stand B29
Aliothstrasse 60
4142 Munchenstein, CH
T  +41 612 844 333
E  info@winter-creation.com
I  www.winter-creation.com

Wijzonol
� Page 67, Stand B6
Russenweg 14
8000 AE Zwolle, NL
T  +31 384 291 143
E  info@wijzonol.com
I  www.wijzonol.com
 

P L AY  I T  Y O U R  W AY

Ontdek IVC Group  
Materia Stand C3

Nieuwe formaten creëren eindeloze mogelijkheden.

Met Moduleo Moods introduceert IVC Group een creatieve  
studio. De bekende Transform en Impress collecties  
worden uitgebreid met 8 innovatieve formaten.  
De geometrische vormen zijn onderling compatibel,  
ook met de standaard Moduleo formaten.  
Daardoor zijn eindeloze verlegpatronen mogelijk. 
Beschikbaar vanaf voorjaar 2016.

www.ivcgroup.com
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About Materia 117

Materia was founded in 1998 as a bridge be-
tween architects and manufacturers of inno-
vative materials. It is built around a freely 
accessible, independent and inspiring collec-
tion of innovative materials. The criteria for 
inclusion in this collection are strict. A mate-
rial must add something new to the areas of 
aesthetics or technology, or be socially rele-
vant in some other way. The current collec-
tion consists of over 2,500 materials. Around 
this independent and continuously growing 
collection of exciting materials, Materia con-
nects professionals through exhibitions, 
trade shows, materia.nl and social media.

Encouraging Innovation
In our society, knowledge and added value 
are increasingly shifting from individuals or 
institutes to collectives sharing common 
goals. Materia facilitates these connections 

Over the past 17 years, Materia has evolved from a collection to a col-
lective. Today, Materia is the leading international network of design 
and manufacturing professionals who work with partners to ensure 
continuous exchange, inspiration and co-creation. Originating in the 
Netherlands, we operate globally. Our international exhibitions have 
seen continued growth and have developed into a range of travelling 
shows on a global scale.

and encourages joint innovation on the road 
to a more beautiful, sustainable and 
high-quality built environment. Doing more 
with less while using materials that are more 
beautiful, more efficient and less demanding 
of the environment are the challenges for 
both manufacturers of materials as well as 
those who specify them in the built and de-
signed environment. These challenges require 
constant development of new, better and 
more sustainable material innovations. In 
turn, these innovations require a network 
connecting all stakeholders surrounding ma-
terial use. This network includes architects 
and manufacturers, but also universities, 
trade groups, media partners and the govern-
ment. The Materia network has helped archi-
tects all over the world to successfully create 
new material applications and has opened 
new markets for many manufacturers.

About Materia
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About Materia 121

Material Xperience
Since 2006, Materia has been organizing the 
leading material event for architects and de-
signers: Material Xperience, in the Nether-
lands and abroad. In 2012, the first Asian 
edition was held in Shanghai while in 2014, 
Material Xperience was organized in Germany 
for the first time. Material Xperience show-
cases innovative and inspiring materials from 
both Materia’s own curated collection as well 
as carefully selected partners. It has grown 
into the defining trade event for architects, in-
terior designers and creative professionals fo-
cused on materials, innovation and 
inspiration.

The theme of this year’s Material Xperience is 
The Five Senses. This theme will explore ma-
terials and objects that stimulate your sense 
of smell, light up when you hold them, are ir-
resistible to the touch, respond to your body 
movement and offer beautiful acoustic solu-
tions. In short, all your senses will be trig-
gered while you explore this engaging and 
interactive perspective on materials. Along 
with international partners and experts, the 
powerful influences the five senses have on 
great design and materiality within the built 
environment - from offices to hospitality, re-
tail, healthcare and school environments - will 
be investigated and discussed.

Materia.nl
Materia has already collected over 2,500 excit-
ing materials. You can discover them all on 
www.materia.nl and stay up to date via our 
weekly newsletter. Materia offers you free ac-
cess to our complete online materials data-
base. Registration grants you unlimited 
access and brings you in direct contact with 
manufactures.

Join the discovery
With a daily updated website, proven formu-
las and expansion into new markets across 
borders, Materia is ready to discover the chal-
lenges of the future. Together with our team’s 
creative passion and dedication, Materia is 
helping to shape the future. We invite you to 
join the discovery on www.materia.nl!

Organization

Jeroen van Oostveen, CEO Materia 
Jeroen van Oostveen (1971) has a technical 
background in architecture. He launched sev-
eral initiatives, including Architectenweb (the 
leading Dutch architecture blog) and 
Archello.com, the social network for the built 
environment. In 2008, Jeroen took over Mate-
ria. As CEO he has dedicated himself to fur-
ther stimulating and growing the Materia 
network.

Els Zijlstra, Creative Director Materia
Els Zijlstra (1966) studied architecture at the 
Technical University of Delft. Her other inter-
ests are biology, biomimicry, cultural anthro-
posophy and journalism. She worked as an 
architect for five years and taught at several 
universities before founding Materia in 1998. 
Her activities include giving frequent lectures, 
publishing articles and organizing exhibitions. 
As creative director, she is responsible for the 
content of Materia.

Materia Exhibitions B.V.
T +31 (0)20 7130650
E info@materia.nl
I www.materia.nl
 @materia_nl
 www.facebook.com/materia.nl f

About Materia



Arturo 
gietvloeren
Get inspired.

www.arturocollection.com

             NEW COLORS.
           NEW SIZES.
 NEW IDEAS.

www.agrob-buchtal.de  

Visit us at  
stand C21

Bezoek ons op stand no. C28  
en laat u verrassen door de natuurlijke  

eigenschappen van Naturecore.

we add  our acoustic value  in all sectors  where it is 
important  for people  to feel welcomed,  to connect,
focus  and  perform



Kleuren van eigen bodem

Standnr. B 38

De nieuwe kleurenwaaier
van Caparol.

MatEx16_Ad_Beurscatalogus.indd   1 7-1-2016   8:58:30

Designbeton is the bespoke finish for walls 
and floors. The minimalist concrete look and 
its ecological finish is an absolute must for 
new designs. Maintenance is super simple and 
realization of walls and floors can be made 
within a few days. 

Durability and environmental safe material in 
one product. Especially suitable for renovation 
purposes, no demolition needed. Concrete 
look finish or natural stone finish with all the 
advantages of natural environmental safe and 
mineral coatings.

www.designbeton.nl

Panels ©
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MERFORD ACOUSTIC MATERIALS

Wij presenteren onze duurzame 
geluidsabsorberende materialen Akotherm 
(gerecyclede petflessen) en Flamex 
(melamine schuim).

BEZOEK ONS OP STAND B28

Kijk ook op onze webshop 
shop.merford.com 

EXPERTS IN GELUIDSBEHEERSING EN AKOESTISCHE MATERIALEN

Advertentie mx 2016.indd   1 11-12-2015   13:57:35

DECOMO, uw gevel in beton …
Architectonisch beton staat garant voor een 
creatieve en duurzame oplossing voor uw 
gevel in prefab elementen, toegepast in zowel 
residentiële bouwprojecten, utiliteitsgebouwen 
als kantoorgebouwen. 
Met meer dan 35 jaar ervaring, is DECOMO de 
specialist inzake de productie van dit kwalitatief 
en uiterst hoogwaardig betonproduct op maat, 
dat tevens constructief kan worden aangewend. 
Wij bieden reeds vanaf de ontwerpfase van 
uw bouwproject een professioneel advies met 
aandacht voor een maximale integratie van 
functies in één prefab concept. Ontdek de 
voordelen van onze aanpak bij de uitvoering van 
uw DECOMO gevel in beton.

DECOMO, your facade in concrete ...
Architectural precast concrete provides a 
creative and durable solution for your facade, 
greatly utilised in residential building projects, 
infrastructure schemes, as well as commercial 
buildings.
Drawing from more than 35 years of experience, 
DECOMO is the expert in producing bespoke 
concrete products of the highest quality that 
can be also used for structural load-bearing 
as well as non-structural solutions. We offer 
professional advice from the earliest conceptual 
design of your building project, looking to 
maximise the opportunities for coordination/
integration within the overall building. Discover 
the advantages of our approach when planning 
your DECOMO facade in concrete.

www.decomo.be

DEC06094-advertentie-65x105-NL_UK.indd   1 22/12/14   13:20

eeuwenhout

ANTOINE 
VERHOFSTEDE

Veldstraat 365 | 9140 Temse | België

WWW.EEUWENHOUT.BE

GLIMMER & GLITTER
{ BARNWOOD + EPOXY }

EH-materials.indd   1 17/12/14   20:06

HET BREEDSTE ASSORTIMENT EN DE BREEDSTE 
AFMETINGEN

RECLAME
D R U K 
ONT WERP

HOOGWAARDIGE PLATEN VOOR DE GEBIEDEN

RECLAMETOEPASSING | RECLAMEBORDEN
MAQUET TEBOUW | PRODUCTPRESENTATIE
RECLAMEBOODSCHAPPEN | CACHEREN VAN 
FOTO´S EN POSTERS | DIGITALE PRINT
ZEEFDRUK | EVENTMARKETING | STANDBOUW | 
SHOP DESIGN | WINKEL- EN BEDRIJFSGEVEL-
BEKLEDINGEN | WINKELINTERIEURS | MEUBEL-
BOUW | CORPORATE IDENTITY

W W W . D I S P L A Y. 3 A C O M P O S I T E S . C O M
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*geperforeerd metaal
*strekmetaal
*draadproducten

ROMETA
metaalproducten www.rometa.com

www.steuler-fliesen.com

STONE COLLECTION 
SLATE

 De combinatie van innovatief  
en sensationeel.

Allemaal in één product.

Sterk. Eigentijds. Reysitop®

Attractive Surface

www.polyrey.com



styles in carpet tiles

Pixel, Patchwork & Pattern

Add a gentle touch of authentic vintage charm to any hotel or office  
spaces. 6 rich colour variations, ranging from nuanced grey and brown to 
vivid turquoise and red, create a warm and welcoming atmosphere that 
inspires elegance and sophistication.

www.modulyss.com styles in carpet tiles

Untitled-1   1 1/6/2016   4:19:08 PM

RAINWATER COLLETING FAÇADE
NOORDERPARKBAD • AMSTERDAM

TWENTINOX • ARCHITECTURAL WOVEN FABRIC 
FLEXIBLE METAL FABRICS FOR ARCHITECTURE,
INTERIOR DESIGN AND ARTISTIC PURPOSES

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION AT WWW.TWENTINOX.COM

SHOP WINDOW CURTAIN
MARKS & SPENCER • LONDON

SEPARATION SCREEN
MERCEDES-BENZ • STUTTGART

 FAÇADE
TWENTSEWELLE • ENSCHEDE

 ROLLING SHUTTER
ROZET LIBRARY • ARNHEM

Labyrinth by  Giulio Iacchetti for DesignTaleStudio

It takes creativity
to make
porcelain tiles

refin.itFloors Area,  C18



Met voorgelakt aluminium van Euramax maakt u elke gevel uniek. Door 
onze passie voor kleur bieden we niet alleen een groot assortiment met 
speciale kleuren & decors maar ook gepersonaliseerde kleuren. 

Bezoek ons op stand A19

Vraag gratis kleurstalen aan op www.euramax.eu

Warmteplan is vanaf 1987 producent en 
leverancier van bio-based bouwproducten 
die een optimale bijdrage leveren aan een 
energiezuinig, gezond en comfortabel 
binnenklimaat. Voor alle denkbare gebou-
wen, van monument tot utiliteitsgebouw.
 
In de toepassingsgebieden thermische 
isolatie, geluidsisolatie, akoestische 
absorptie, winddichting, vochtregulering, 
stralingsverwarming en -koeling.

www.warmteplan.nl  -  0575 564805





your view, our vision
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